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EUROPEAN URBAN GARDEN OTESHA
European Urban Garden Otesha is a European project which aims
to detect, exchange and share good practices of individual learning
and social work through the urban gardens in five different
European countries during 2 years
A shared garden can create social tie through the meeting of people
from all age, all social and cultural origins. It is a place where to
exchange and converse, a place where knowledge is being transferred,
where connections are made and where social codes are becoming
neutrals: there is a garden and there are gardeners.
Despite an interdependent world, social links become more and more
disconnected. This particularly affects big urban areas that have
difficulties such as high unemployment rates, marginalisation, rejection, poverty, and criminality.
At the same time, these areas are the place for social innovation and economic growth. In these
big cities, even though interpersonal contacts are regular, there is no actual exchange between
these city dwellers with various cultural origins, of various ages and different social categories.
In these cities more than anywhere else, cultural integration of people from various origins is a real
debate, leading some European politicians to call “multiculturalism” a failure.
Community gardens are a part of this. Coming from the movement of working-class gardens forty
years ago, some of them today are places of education for meetings, exchanges, for the
integration of mutual respect, while keeping the historical aspect of food self-sufficiency.
It’s in this context that six European organisations, settled in urban areas, are united to work on
the innovative tool that are urban community gardens and use it as a social link, an educative
tool to sustainable development, social inclusion, intergenerational and intercultural dialogue.
Born from different experiences, European Urban Garden Otesha (EU’GO) aims at creating a
pedagogical approach, an adaptable method; and, for this purpose, at developing an experiment
at a European level, in order to work on the concept of “Otesha Gardens”, green spaces and
innovative spaces of the active pedagogy that encourage the combination of skills and
knowledge, the sharing of reflection, the learning process and the collective creation in favour of
social intergenerational and intercultural links.
The THEMATIC GOOD PRACTICES OF URBAN GARDENS is one of the steps of the project:
the document recompiles the good practices selected by each local network. With this information,
the different gardens will share and exchange their good practices to create an educative tool and
method.
Get more information about the project in

www.otesha-gardens.eu

Last update January 2013
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THE PARTNERS
Each country is working in network with several gardens and stakeholders in his area
and is collecting the good practices and results of the project.

FRANCE:
PISTES SOLIDAIRES
www.pistes-solidaires.fr
RÉSEAU DES JARDINS SOLIDAIRES MEDITERRÁNEENS
www.reseaujsm.org
UNITED KINDOM:
KC ENGLISH
www.kcenglish.co.uk
SPAIN:
NEXES INTERCULTURALS DE JOVES PER EUROPA
www.nexescat.org
ITALY :
CEMEA DEL MEZZOGIORNO onlus
www.cemea.eu
GERMANY:
Inwole: VEREIN ZUR FOERDERUNG INNOVATIVER
WOHN- UND LEBENSFORMEN E.V.
www.projekthaus-postdam.de
More information about the partners at the end of the document: contacts
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HOW IT WORKS?
The following document gives a first glimpse of the main objectives
of the good practices of EU GO. Through this document, the gardens
would be able to meet their “twins practices” and collect new ideas
to experiment.
The index will classify in 2 ways all the practices which are detailed
further in the document:
1/ Classification by type of tools
- Pedagogical tools
- Social tools
- Technical tools
- Management tools
- Political tools
2/ Classification by topics
- Social inclusion and integration
- Professional integration and training
- Education to sustainable development
- Active participation and citizenship
- Other
A good practice can be classified in more than one category if it’s
suitable. You can “Click right” on the title to go to the summary.
3/ Detailed practice sheets
Every practice is described in a sheet classified by countries where
you can find information about how to do it, environment,
outcomes, evaluation process or required competencies.
4/ Listing of gardens
For detailed information about the gardens, you can also check the
“Garden info sheets” document available in the webpage
www.otesha-gardens.eu
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1/ CLASSIFICATION BY TYPES OF TOOLS
Pedagogical tools

Tools which aim to bring a learning process to any targets with the idea the educate
1/ In garden school (FR)
3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR)
14/ ABCdary of touching and smelling plants (FR)
15/ Outdoor movie projection (FR)
16/ Edible garden (SP)
17/ Agroecological cineforum (SP)
22/Organic horticulture training with own or shared plot (SP)
33/ Dances dedicated to the seeds (IT)
34/ A sensorial, olfactory and tactile path for blind people (IT)
35/ From the land to the table (IT)
36/ Your personal trainer (IT)
38/ The garden in the kindergarden (IT)
41/ Permaculture course (IT)
44/ The garden culture within the theatre (IT)
45/ Horticultural Therapy (IT)
46/ My natural garden (IT)
47/ Terra Nuda ( ‘Bare Land’ ) (IT)
52/ Ortotherapy: life long learning through gardening (IT)
53/ Lasagna gardening (IT)
55/Web of Life, a tool to introduce permaculture (SP)

Social tools

Tools which aim to bring social change and development to specific targets (elders,
disabled, young people, migrants, etc.)
2/ Adapt for disabled guests a shared garden (FR)
3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR)
4/ Community composting, down social housing buildings (FR)
5/ Kitchens in garden (FR)
7/ My old pal - intergenerational gardening (FR)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
20/ Opening an organic garden in Barcelona centre (SP)
23/Course of organic agriculture for migrants (SP)
24/Urban garden for interculturality and dialogue (SP)
28/ Vary your activities (UK)
29/ Intercultural garden (DE)
30/ Brunch in garden (DE)
34/ A sensorial, olfactory and tactile path for blind people (IT)
37/ The open space (IT)
42/ Connecting people (IT)
43/ Gardening for solidarity (IT)
45/ Horticultural Therapy (IT)
47/ Terra Nuda (‘Bare Land’ ) (IT)
48 /Garden Community forum and practices (IT)
50/ Bare land: garden for migrant inclusion (IT)
52/ Ortotherapy: life long learning through gardening (IT)
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Artistic tools

Tools that brings creativity and sense of art
6/ Arts in the Garden (FR)
3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR)
15/ Outdoor movie projection (FR)
17/ Agroecological cineforum (SP)
32/ Sponsorship for tree pits (DE)
33/ Dances dedicated to the seeds (IT)
34/ A sensorial, olfactory and tactile path for blind people (IT)
40/ The Japanese garden (IT)
44/ The garden culture within the theatre (IT)
46/ My natural garden (IT)

Technical tools

Tools which give specific information about a technique, horticulture tips or good ideas
2/ Adapt for disabled guests a shared garden (FR)
4/ Community composting, down social housing buildings (FR)
12/ Eco-construction with recycled materials (FR)
13/ Create a water pond (FR)
14/ ABCdary of touching and smelling plants (FR)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
21/ Seed bank (SP)
27/ Garden in a bag (UK)
41/ Permaculture course (IT)
51/ Herbal purification with white mustard (IT)
53/ Lasagna gardening (IT)

Management tools

Tools which helps to manage the garden (such as funding, organization, management…)
5/ Kitchens in garden (FR)
8/ Self-production with solidarity in a shared garden (FR)
9/ Let's open the gardens! (FR)
10/ Self-financing by garden-care services for individuals (FR)
11/ The meeting of gardeners (FR)
18/Assembly participation model (SP)
20/ Opening an organic garden in Barcelona centre (SP)
22/Organic horticulture training with own or shared plot (SP)
25/ Small scale organic production linked with a cooperative of consumers (SP)
26/ National Garden Scheme (UK)
28/ Vary your activities (UK)
29/ Intercultural garden (DE)
30/ Brunch in garden (DE)
35/ From the land to the table (IT)
36/ Your personal trainer (IT)
37/ The open space (IT)
39/ Agroclub (IT)
43/ Gardening for solidarity (IT)
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Political tools

Tools which aim to bring a change in the society and are related with politic and
citizenships issues of the municipality, district or place.
9/ Let's open the gardens! (FR)
18/Assembly participation model (SP)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
20/ Opening an organic garden in Barcelona centre (SP)
23/Course of organic agriculture for migrants (SP)
31/ Sponsorship for planters (DE)
32/ Sponsorship for tree pits (DE)
37/ The open space (IT)
41/ Permaculture course (IT)
42/ Connecting people (IT)
48 /Garden Community forum and practices (IT)
51/ Herbal purification with white mustard (IT)
53/ Lasagna gardening (IT)

2/ CLASSIFICATION BY TOPICS
Social inclusion and integration

2/ Adapt for disabled guests a shared garden (FR)
3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR)
4/ Community composting, down social housing buildings (FR)
5/ Kitchens in garden (FR)
7/ My old pal - intergenerational gardening (FR)
8/ Self-production with solidarity in a shared garden (FR)
9/ Let's open the gardens! (FR)
11/ The meeting of gardeners (FR)
13/ Create a water pond (FR)
15/ Outdoor movie projection (FR)
16/ Edible garden (SP)
17/ Agroecological cineforum (SP)
18/Assembly participation model (SP)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
20/ Opening an organic garden in Barcelona centre (SP)
21/ Seed bank (SP)
23/Course of organic agriculture for migrants (SP)
24/Urban garden for interculturality and dialogue (SP)
26/ National Garden Scheme (UK)
27/ Garden in a bag (UK)
28/ Vary your activities (UK)
29/ Intercultural garden (DE)
30/ Brunch in garden (DE)
33/ Dances dedicated to the seeds (IT)
34/ A sensorial, olfactory and tactile path for blind people (IT)
37/ The open space (IT)
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38/ The garden in the kindergarden (IT)
39/ Agroclub (IT)
40/ The Japanese garden (IT)
41/ Permaculture course (IT)
43/ Gardening for solidarity (IT)
45/ Horticultural Therapy (IT)
47/ Terra Nuda ( ‘Bare Land’ ) (IT)
50/ Bare land: garden for migrant inclusion (IT)
52/ Ortotherapy: life long learning through gardening (IT)

Professional training and integration

23/Course of organic agriculture for migrants (SP)
24/Urban garden for interculturality and dialogue (SP)
36/ Your personal trainer (IT)
50/ Bare land: garden for migrant inclusion (IT)

Education to sustainable development

1/ In garden school (FR)
3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR)
8/ Self-production with solidarity in a shared garden (FR)
12/ Eco-construction with recycled materials (FR)
13/ Create a water pond (FR)
14/ ABCdary of touching and smelling plants (FR)
16/ Edible garden (SP)
17/ Agroecological cineforum (SP)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
22/Organic horticulture training with own or shared plot (SP)
25/ Small scale organic production linked with a cooperative of consumers (SP)
33/ Dances dedicated to the seeds (IT)
35/ From the land to the table (IT)
36/ Your personal trainer (IT)
38/ The garden in the kindergarden (IT)
41/ Permaculture course (IT)
44/ The garden culture within the theatre (IT)
45/ Horticultural Therapy (IT)
46/ My natural garden (IT)
48 /Garden Community forum and practices (IT)
51/ Herbal purification with white mustard (IT)
53/ Lasagna gardening (IT)
55/Web of Life, a tool to introduce permaculture (SP)

Active participation and citizenship

4/ Community composting, down social housing buildings (FR)
5/ Kitchens in garden (FR)
6/ Arts in the Garden (FR)
8/ Self-production with solidarity in a shared garden (FR)
9/ Let's open the gardens! (FR)
11/ The meeting of gardeners (FR)
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17/ Agroecological cineforum (SP)
18/Assembly participation model (SP)
19/ Communitarian Bread Oven (SP)
20/ Opening an organic garden in Barcelona centre (SP)
26/ National Garden Scheme (UK)
29/ Intercultural garden (DE)
30/ Brunch in garden (DE)
31/ Sponsorship for planters (DE)
32/ Sponsorship for tree pits (DE)
37/ The open space (IT)
39/ Agroclub (IT)
42/ Connecting people (IT)
48 /Garden Community forum and practices (IT)
49/ Herbal purification with white mustard (IT)
50/ Bare land: garden for migrant inclusion (IT)
51/ Herbal purification with white mustard (IT)
53/ Lasagna gardening (IT)

Other

3/ Collaborative construction site with teens (FR) CREATIVITY
10/ Self-financing by garden-care services for individuals (FR) FUNDING
21/ Seed bank (SP) CULTURE
22/Organic horticulture training with own or shared plot (SP) FUNDING
25/ Small scale organic production linked with a cooperative of consumers (SP)
27/ Garden in a bag (UK) INNOVATION
32/ Sponsorship for tree pits (GE) INNOVATION
31/ Sponsorship for planters (DE) INNOVATION
35/ From the land to the table (IT) FUNDING
40/ The Japanese garden (IT) LEISURE
46/ My natural garden (IT) INNOVATION / TECNOLOGIES
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3/ GRID OF GARDEN TOOLS AND PRACTICES
COUNTRY
FRANCE

GARDEN
2 gardens

GOOD PRACTICE

FRANCE

Font Obscure

FRANCE

La Roque
d'Anthéron
Croq' Jardin

FRANCE

4 gardens

FRANCE

3 diferent
gardens

4- Community
composting, down
social housing
buildings
5-Kitchens in
garden

FRANCE

Jardin de
Font Obscure

6-Arts in the
Garden

FRANCE

Croq’jardin

7-My old pal intergenerational

1-In garden school

2- Adapt for
disabled guests a
shared garden
3-Collaborative
construction site
with teens

SUMMARY
Each teacher has a teaching project on the garden
with his class. The garden is created in the school and
animated ½ day per week by an association. All
school students come to school garden, by semigroup
To design the garden for disabled person

TOPICS
Education to
sustainable
consumption /
group cohesion

Construct facilities / Design/ Landscape the garden
with teens

Education to
sustainable
consumption /
group cohesion
Technical tool
Social cohesion
Citizenship

Organize a community composting platform backed by
a shared garden in residential buildings

Integration, social
inclusion

We offer gardeners to organize festive meals on the
gardens. Vegetables and herbs from the garden are
used to cook meals. It opens the gardens to other
people, interests and concerns and create greater
cohesion between gardeners, non-gardeners of the
social housings, and with gardeners from other city
gardens.
Sets up cultural evenings in the direction of a local
public. This is free theater taking place in the garden
under the olive trees. Theatrical performances are
offered by the Theatre Companies in exchange for a
rehearsal room made available by the entertainment
center.

Social Cohesion
Citizenship
Sustainable
consumption

Young people help older people living alone in small
squared kitchen garden.

Intergeneration
Social cohesion

Cohesion
Management
Citizenship

INTERESTING
Work with teens
Pedagogy

Disabled

Work with teens
Creativity
Pedagogy and group building
Residential buildings is a specific
suburban areas with social difficulties
(migrants, unemployment, etc.)
Easy to organize
Non formal exchanges (within meals
for ex) are always rich!

Develop cultural evenings in the
direction of a local public
to value the system of exchange
of favors
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gardening

FRANCE

Aubagne
Jardilien

8-Self-production
with solidarity in a
shared garden

FRANCE

All

9- Let's open the
gardens!

FRANCE

Digne

FRANCE

Habiter la
cité

10- Self-financing
by garden-care
services for
individuals
11- The meeting of
gardeners

FRANCE

Jhade
Gibraltar

12- Ecoconstruction with
recycled materials

FRANCE

La Ciotat
Les Jardins d

13- create a water
pond

These gardens provide especially medicinal and green
herbs to improve the lives of older people and they
will be grown with agro-ecology technique.
In return for their investment, youth will be
encouraged in their personal projects and will receive
a scholarship for travel or training (BAFA diploma,
driving license).
To have a garden where the work is organised by a
professional producer and each adherent can come
when he wants, 2 half day worked in a week mean
free part of the harvest + Social mix among users of
the garden, creation of social links between members

enable six young people (14-18 years)
to invest in a project of social link.

Management
Social cohesion
Education ti
sustainable
development

It is open to any individual (the only
condition is to be a member of the
association - 10 euros per year) and
institutions (provided that the garden
is able to meet their goals for
integration, socialization and learning
organic gardening).
Gardens in social housing in specific
suburban areas

The act of opening theses gardens to others that the
inhabitants of the social housing estate is put forward
as a principle, rule, and can therefore be a
management tool in the garden
Sources of self-financing : development of home care
services for individuals and the elderly (landscape
interventions)

Management
Social cohesion
Political
Funding

has signed an agreement with a home
help service, which allows to
supplement their traditional services

The meeting of gardeners takes place monthly and
brings together the inhabitants of the social housings
that have a plot in the garden.it connects people,
projects gardens with local projects (neighborhood,
city, ...).it allows to make alive a collective (and a
collective mind), difficult to maintain without a frame.
It should help to give a voice to inhabitant gardeners,
social landlord, association supporting the project.
Build together in the garden: bench, pizza oven,
garden shed, …with "ecological" techniques

Organisation
Citizenship

Gardens in social housing in specific
suburban areas with social difficulties
(cités)

Technical tool
Education
Sustainable
development
Cohesion
Education

The cob construction technique is a
tool very easy to make. It is sufficient
to have the three raw materials: the
clay soil, the pallet and the straw.

build together a water pond in the garden => social
link: work together, preservation of biodiversity,
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l'Espérance
La Ciotat
Les Jardins d
l'Espérance

14- the ABCdary of
touching and
smelling plants

FRANCE

Jardin des
Aures

15- Outdoor movie
projection

SPAIN

IES terraroja

16- Edible garden

SPAIN

Hort del Mas
guinardó

17- Agroecological
cineforum

To bring together people in a community space for
reflexion about agriculture. Through the use of
audiovisual, we have managed to get together, to
dialogue and to learn together.

SPAIN

Can Masdeu

18- Assembly
participation
model

Communitarian garden involve local community,
specially elder people of a poor district and offer a n
assembly participation model to integrated and
spread their idea of alternative way of living

SPAIN

Hort del Xino

19- Communitarian Construct a bread oven in the garden with the help of
neighbourhood and local community and with a video
Bread Oven

FRANCE

environmental education
An abecedary of plants in our garden presents plants
interesting to touch and/or smell, with particular
attention to plants characteristic of our area and
climate, and plants easy to find in our everyday
environment.
A projection of animated short film is available in the
garden, one Tuesday evening per month at the sweet
season. The evening begins before the screening with
a picnic where everyone is invited to bring something
to share with others.
School garden in a secondary school hold by the
science teacher to educate to sustainable
development and create group cohesion

of the process to be disseminated

SPAIN

Hort del
Forat

20- Opening an
organic garden in
Barcelona centre

Keeping the initiative and participation of neighbours
that created this place through activities with families,
participation to the garden and several initiatives in
the heart of Barcelona.
This garden has been “given” by the municipality after
a big social fight of the neighbours and local
community against real estate speculation.

Sensitive tool
Education
Pedagogy
Horticultural

The use of the alphabetical order
simplify the job to learn the names
and is appreciated by children and
teachers.

Cohesion
Citizenship

Creates social link, debates, having
fun, opportunity to discover the
garden

Education to
sustainable
consumption /
group cohesion
Active citizenship
Education to
sustainable
development
Social Cohesion
Active citizenship
/ Social cohesion
/ education to
sustainable
development
Communication /
Active citizenship
/ Sustainable
development
Active
participation and
citizenship /
education to
sustainable
development

Work with teens
Pedagogy
Relationships with school
Situated in a “poor-medium”
district in the north of the city with
many old people
Linked with a cultural centre
3000m2 with more than 50 active
families / communitarian concepts
Fight against real estate
speculation and consumption
society
Propose alternative model of living
Squatted and communitarian
garden from an intercultural
district of Barcelona (Raval)
Citizenship and fight for rights
Young people initiative
Propose a change of social model
for society
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SPAIN

Llavors
orientals

21- Seed bank

Recovering of cultural patrimony and of seeds genetic
resources.
The gardeners of the region grow seeds and observe
all the cycle, put the seeds in the bank and exchange
them
with
other
gardeners.
Simultaneously,
documentation about the characteristics of the seeds
is elaborated.

Conservation /
agriculture /
culture

This practice allows gardeners to
network and share resources.
It
promotes
intergenerational
dialogue. It is an innovative
methodology to conserve cultural
patrimony.

SPAIN

EsBiosfera

22- Organic
horticulture
training with own
or shared plot

The school has its own garden of 1500 square metres
where beginners’ courses in organic horticulture are
carried out.

Education to
sustainable
consumption
Personal growth

Trying to finance part of the
project through the courses
Land is an agreement between an
owner and an association

SPAIN

Conreu
Sereny

23-Course of
organic agriculture
for migrants

Consumption cooperative and project on professional
integration to create occupation in time of crisis, the
idea is also to sell ecological products.

15000m2 in landscape touching
big urban and multicultural area

SPAIN

Fundació
Bena Llar

24- Urban garden
for interculturality
and dialogue

Professional insertion of migrants and excluded people
through the garden

SPAIN

Phoenicurus

The garden is linked with a consumption cooperative
to provide ecological vegetables but also create new
links between consumers and producers through the
visits to the garden, workshops, etc.

UK

Gardens
open for
charity

25- Small scale
organic production
linked with a
cooperative of
consumers
26- National
Garden Scheme

Professional
integration
Cooperative
Alternative to
crisis
Professional
integration
Interculturality
Social cohesion
Consumption
cooperative
Education
Alternative
development

People open their own gardens to the public for a
small fee through the National Garden Scheme. All
money raised go to charity

Social cohesion
Charity
Citizenship

Way of getting funds?
Networking

UK

Green 16

27- Garden in a
bag

Horticultural
Healing

28- Vary your
activities

Innovation
Education to
gardening
Social integration
Disabilities

Innovation
New techniques

UK

Urban / community gardens in large hessian bags to
give an easy access gardening if no green spaces
available
Work with disabled, mentally challenged, autists and
down people. Advice about the variety of activities

The garden is one of the project,
they also host the people, do
workshops at different levels
Permaculture
Link with cooperative as a way of
funding?
They did a lot of woofing to gain
experience

Man specially involved in the
project that hold everything and
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Project
Intercultural
garden

29- Intercultural
garden

GERMANY

PROJEKTHAU
S POTSDAM

30- Brunch in
garden

GERMANY

Berlin

31- Sponsorship for
planters

GERMANY

Berlin

32- Sponsorship for
tree pits

ITALY

Amici della
TerraMonteverde

33- Dances
dedicated to the
seeds, to the
growth and the
energy of the trees,
flowers and plants

ITALY

Amici della
TerraMonteverde

34- A sensorial,
olfactory and

GERMANY

have a lot of knowledge and ideas
Gardening and leisure activities in the specially
created Intercultural Gardens are meant to promote
social contacts between refugees, immigrants and
natives.
Monthly neighborhood brunch directly in the garden.
Everybody have to bring something for the brunch,
especially something to eat homemade. It enhances
social link within neighbours, exchange about
gardens, talk about subsistence, having fun
During a road construction a citizens’ group and the
city council made an agreement for the further design
of the pavement. The city council provided 55 mobile
planters. The inhabitants can create the planters
according to their own wishes but have to pay the
plants. The city council is still the owner of the
planters and pays the bill for water.
The pits are the area along the trunk of trees in cities.
It often belongs to municipality and in bad condition
(compacted soil, polluted by dirt). The inhabitants are
asked by the city council to pour the trees and to
plant the pits. The borough office advises (if desired)
which plants are useful.
In addition some boroughs close a contract with the
gardener.
The practice was born with the initiative of saving
from a state of degrade little urban areas and
transforming them in educational gardens with the
involvement of elder people, youngsters, children and
people with social difficulties.
Our method consists in associating the art and
creativity to a manual work, accompanying the
planting with dances dedicated to the energies of the
plants and of the trees.
we experienced the therapeutic and integration power
that the nature has. We created sensorial paths with
activities dedicated to blind people (the tactile path)

Interculturality
Social Cohesion
Social Cohesion
Citizenship

Easy to organize
Non formal exchanges (within meals
for ex) are always rich!

Citizenship
Social Cohesion
Relationships with
municipality

Relations with stakeholders and how
citizens take their part

Citizenship
•Relations with stakeholders and how
Social Cohesion
citizens take their part
Relationships with Innovation and creativity
municipality

Creativity
Education

Integration
Innovation
Creativity

Learning the specific dances and
the characteristics of the plants
that they refer to
Development of a sense of
responsibility and connection with
the nature
Enhancing social cohesion
Dance and nature therapy
This practice is formed of 2 paths:
The olfactory path: directed to all
the visitors of the garden
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tactile path for
blind people

but also to all the possible visitors of the garden
including blind people (the olfactory path).

Education

Campagna Amica Foundation has created an urban
garden within the project for the development of
Farmer’s Market (that is a market where farmers can
sale their products directly to the public). The garden
is located in the court of the market where people can
have a rest or eat the meals made by the Farmer’s
Market’s restaurant.
CAMPAGNA AMICA has developed an Italian network
of urban gardens. Those who are part of it have the
possibility to ask for a personal trainer which follows
and helps them during all the steps of the
implementation of the garden. The trainers are
farmers
associated
to
Coldiretti,
technicians
(agronomists) or retired people that were associated
We asked an association of dog owners who had
entrusted the public park Nuccitelli Persiani to free a
piece of land in order to create a shared community
garden for common disposal. The little park is in a
crowded square in the Pigneto neighbourhood and
everybody can take care of the garden, harvest the
vegetables and participate in any kind of
activity/action related to the garden.
The practice aims to stimulate the learning of preschool aged children through educational activities
that increase the care for the environment.
The laboratory is divided in two parts:
1.
There are practical educational activities that
stimulate the contact with the natural elements
2.
With the help of children’s parents, a garden
is realised and managed further on with the children,
The Agroclub model allows the owner of a cultivable
piece of land to give it into adoption to external
people who want to carry out gardening activities for
leisure time but also for didactical or therapeutic

Visibility
Management

The idea of making the context in
which vegetables grow visible creates
a link between the sold products and
the work behind them and it increases
farmers’ visibility.
Link with market

Funding and
management

After only 6 months from the
beginning of the service the requests
were multiplied, proving that there is
a real need for a personal trainer,
especially for people who start
gardening for the first time.

Cohesion
Citizenship
Management

The realization and the maintenance
of an urban shared garden in a
crowded square in the Pigneto
neighbourhood represents a good
metaphor of public space participatory
management

Education
Social cohesion
Families

The results with most impact
registered in this first phase of the
activities is the enthusiasm, passion
and interest showed by the children.

Education
Personal growth

Social cohesion
Intergenerational link
Exchange

ITALY

Campagna
Amica del
circo
Massimo

35- From the land
to the table

ITALY

Campagna
Amica del
circo
Massimo

36- Your personal
trainer

ITALY

Pigneto

37- The open space

ITALY

Pigneto

38- The garden in
the kindergarden

ITALY

IL FIORE
DEL
DESERTO

39- Agroclub

The tactile path: directed to blind
people.
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ITALY

GARBATELLA

40- The Japanese
garden

ITALY

GARBATELLA

41- Permaculture
course

ITALY

GARBATELLA

42- Connecting
people

ITALY

SANTA
CATERINA

43- Gardenning for
solidarity

ITALY

SCUOLA
MEDIA SAN
BENEDETTO

44- The garden
culture within the
theatre

purposes.
In the Japanese culture gardens are considered threedimensional textbooks of Daoism and Zen Buddhism
and the Japanese rock gardens were intended to be
intellectual puzzles for the monks who lived next to
them to study and solve. The Japanese garden is a
miniature and idealized view of nature.
The involvement in the embellishment of a public area
can represent a good example to make citizens aware
of the importance of taking care and maintaining
common spaces.
The practice of Permaculture is wide recognised as
one of the operational tools in order to establish more
sustainable models from a social and environmental
point of view. The participation of urban gardeners to
a Permaculture course can enrich them, culturally and
technically.
15 years ago the Municipality of Rome designated the
area of Via Rosa Raimondi for the construction of a
public park. Citizens waited for its realisation but
nothing was done in this sense. Environmental
associations and citizens carried on demonstration
events without any concrete results. Finally, in 2009,
5 associations and citizens started to build an urban
garden, continuing with the environmental battles.
The urban garden “S.Caterina” was born as an excuse
for gathering people and make them aware of the
work of La Cometa ONLUS. The organisation work
with distance adoptions and fights against poverty in
Africa, Asia and South America, the garden was
thought as a means of funding the activities of the
organisation.
School garden that offers youngsters a new way of
learning about the earth, the plants and the healthy
food, a way to experiment the garden and to reflect
about it in a creative way.
• To use theatre and gardening as educational

Art
Social cohesion
Leisure

The Japanese garden took the
attention of the neighborhood and the
regained area is now a place where
people have a break, stop and relax
themselves.

Citizenship
Alternative
Education

It is possible to transfer it and it can
continue the spread and the
contamination, making the culture of
Permacoltura more effective.

Citizenship
Alternative

The department of Garbatella is a
suburban area of Rome, with an
unemployment rate of 12% and a
percentage of 29% of people over 60
years old. The area of the urban
garden is still in danger and under
attack of property speculation

Funding
Solidarity

Each gardener become a member of
La Cometa and he pays a fee of 200€
per year, the 90% of this amount is
given to the activities of La Cometa.

School
Education
Art

Mixing the methods in the garden
(reflexion, experimentation, learning,
group cohesion activities, etc.)
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ITALY

TERRA
D’ORTO

45- Horticultural
Therapy

ITALY

ZOLLE
URBANE

46- My natural
garden

GERMANY

PROJEKTHAU
S POTSDAM
BABELSBERG

47 – Insect hotel

GERMANY

PROJEKTHAU
S POTSDAM
BABELSBERG

48 – Potato Tower

GERMANY

PROJEKTHAU
S POTSDAM
BABELSBERG

49 – Seed bomb

methods
• To teach about gardening and healthy food
• To develop an attitude and a behavior respectful to
the environment
Terra d’orto has in hand a green area where many
activities are carried on:
-Horticultural therapy activities for disabled people
-A shared community garden for families living in the
neighborhood
-Harvesting days
-Educational activities with donkeys for disabled
people
-Summer centre for children (also for disabled
children) with environmental education activities
The recreational and educational work-shops inside
the synergistic garden were born from the desire of
sharing our love for nature, art and teaching.
This is why we use an experiential methodology,
combining traditional knowledge and practices with
modern digital technologies and art.
Through human activities, many habitats of insects
have been reduced or destroyed (removal of dead
trees in the forests, building facades without gaps,
farming with monocultures and pesticides, removal of
hedges at field boundaries, ...). The Insect Hotel will
give a new place for and diversity for insect
The potato tower is a type of a raised bed. Basic
principle: In the course of the year at the same time
with the growth of the potato plant soil is filled in the
construction.
Seed bombs are used as a method of sowing. This
technique was developed by the Japanese Masanobu
Fukuoka after World War II. In the 70s it gained
worldwide recognition in the permaculture. Often this
form of sowing is used by the Guerilla Gardeners.

Disabled
Therapy
Social cohesion

A day where the harvesting of olives
is organized to which inhabitants of
the neighborhood and disabled people
participate. The oil produced from the
harvested olives was distributed to
the participants

Education
Art
Innovation
Technology

Workshops on sprouts, lilac flowers,
sensitive, artistic, herbarium,
recycling, theatre forum, etc.

Education School
Technology
Practical tool

Activity Education

Activity,
Education, social
cohesion
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ITALY

ASINITAS
ORTI
URBANI
GARBATELLA
LEGAMBIENT
E

50- Terra Nuda
(‘Bare Land’).

ITALY

ORTO
DIDATTICO
LA
VANGAQUAD
RA

51- Herbal
purification with
white mustard

ITALY

Orti Urbani
Garbatella
HAGAPE
2000

52- Ortotherapy:
life long learning
through gardening

ITALY

ORTOFFICIN
A

53 – Lasagna
gardening

Garden care for migrant inclusion, multicultural
education and intergenerational exchanges.
The project ‘Terra Nuda’ (‘Bare Land’) aims to be a
pilot experimental action of intergenerational and
intercultural education with the refugees, asylum
seekers and migrants, the inhabitants and public
schools students of the XIth District of Rome.
Following the principles of active education, promotes
the importance of creating environments for individual
and
communitarian
growth,
for
socialization,
intercultural conviviality and cohabitation.
A group of people eager to create their own urban
garden in Rome joined together in 2012. The space
chosen for the urban garden was the open air of
Casale Garibaldi, an old house that had survived from
building speculation in the highest density populated
area of Rome. The analysis of the soil revealed that it
was contaminated but found a practice to rehabilitate
the land, using white mustard, a plant that has the
property to absorb both the lead and the zinc.
The possibility to work a little garden, following a clear
and functional activity planning model, can offer a rich
emotional experience to disabled youngsters,
especially if inserted in a sharing group, reducing
frustration and helping them to grow personally. The
aim is to give them the possibility to socialize and to
continue their educational and learning development,
especially after the end of their school experience.
Lasagna Gardening isolates the edible garden from
contaminated soil or concrete and adopts the donothing philosophy of Masanobu Fukuoka.
The
occupied space of garden earlier was a factory with
contaminated soil. Lasagna gardening helps to improve
soil quality and raise awareness about the
contamination
of
an
entire
neighborhood.
Decomposing layers improve soil quality and shrink
down to half. Geometry of the gardens should be

Integration
Social Cohesion
Education

Innovation
Social Cohesion
Active citizenship

Disabled
Education
Integration

Work-shops for learning Italian
language, work-shops to improve the
vocabulary with words describing the
nature, the tools and the ways of
cultivation

The use of a natural method to
reclaim the land.
The reclaim practice takes a lot
of time (2/3 years minimum)

The organization aims to protect the
rights of disabled people and it is an
aggregation point for the families
who deal with disability issues and
who often experience isolation.

Environmental
education
Social cohesion
Leisure activity
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SPAIN

PHOENICUR
US

55 - Web of Life, a
tool to introduce
permaculture

considered for the irrigation systems.
Simple activity to introduce the concept of
permaculture with adults or children through an
interactive games where the participants simbolize an
element of nature and we link everyone with a rope. It
has been made during the SV4 Barcelona

Education to
sustainable
development

GOOD PRACTICES PER COUNTRY
On the following pages, you can see the detailed practice sheet classified by country.
FRANCE
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
GERMANY
ITALY
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FRANCE
Name of the community garden

JARDINS
PEDAGOGIQUES
Type of tool
Activity

Name and role
Phone

x Training

Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

1/ IN SCHOOL GARDEN
Contact
person

E-mail

Marc Wislez– director
0033 4 91 31 54 93
0033 6 47 42 52 13
amieu@free.fr

Other contacts
Alexis JAN – coordinator
It deals with the following topics...
x Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
X Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
X Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify) teaching tool
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
We propose to every teacher who engages in the educational garden project to build its own educational
program that develops upstream and downstream of the garden.
This project is inspired in the practice of the garden by students
and in the largest place which hosts the garden (hill, the neighborhood ...).
This garden can be located in the school grounds, or in a community garden located outside the school.
We assist the teacher in the definition of his project.
We follow him sometimes, in class time, to develop his project.

x

AIMS AND OUTCOMES
The objectives:
Making gardening project in the school setting, the starting point for other projects.
Binding activity garden with learning at school (and cross-disciplinary knowledge ...): speaking and writing,
observations, history and geography, representations of time and space, values of mutual assistance, sharing
work and space, artistic and cultural expression (art...).
In doing so, each work of each class is used to produce oral, written, in an individual dimension and / or
collective and / or artistic.
A time is scheduled at the end of the school year, to expose each work in the garden and in public.
Objects are exhibited: a comic book (“The vegetables meeting”), drawings, scarecrows, hanging texts are read.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
1. This tool is used to enrich, in the spirit of the child and the teacher, ideas about the garden.
2. It also introduces greater coherence between time and space of the school and the time and space of
the garden and neighborhood.
3. This also helps make connections (integrate) with other partners and other local projects.
Well within the design (making text) of a comic book around the garden, a local association has been
requested (association linked to learning to read).
4. This finally allows to better organize the work of gardening itself.
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STEP BY STEP
1. Meeting with all teachers:
- Definition of common expectations (teachers, association behind the project) and project definition for the
garden and for the school year;
- Definition of a schedule of classes present in the garden *;
- Statement of the possible ways of working in and around the garden. For example: harvest in the presence
of olive trees, time of manual cleaning of the premises. For example: cultural work (journalism, deeper
knowledge of vegetables…) and artistic (poetry, photography, drawing, cartoon, making articles...)
If equipment or materials required to achieve a given production, school and / or the association will get it.
Funding is reserved by the association, for these achievements.
2. Responses of teacher (s).
3. Fieldwork, with our support (we Association or other carrier partners) to assist if necessary in the
classroom.
* When a class reaches the garden, it is divided into 2 or 3 groups according to its workforce: a group joined
the host of the garden, while the (or) other (s) group (s) meet the teacher and / or a parent and another
facilitator. Educational work that extends the garden is worked during this time.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Know the skills to be acquired in each learning cycle;
- Know the local partnership, which may be mobilized from these workshops;
- Know the constraints of the teacher (s) for a better definition of our requests and proposals;
- Manage meetings.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- Quantity: number of teachers and classes
- Quality of work
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Name of the community garden

JARDIN DE FONT
OBSCURE

2/ ADAPT FOR DISABLED GUESTS A SHARED
GARDEN

Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify): facilities
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Name and role
Contact
person
x

Phone
E-mail

Lionel Benady Coordinator of the garden
(and Director of the Animation Center)
0033 6 68 51 21 43
yo888@voila.fr

Other contacts
Nadia ou Virginie 0033 4 91 98 08 37
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x

Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
X
d
Other (specify) users with reduced Other (specify)
mobility (from a leisure center,
institution or coming with their
family)
DESCRIPTION
From the beginnings of the project of shared garden, guarantee accessibility to disabled people was raised as
a foundation. It was done in several stages. Area City Hall and general City Hall have funded the development
paths suitable for wheelchair traffic.
The shared garden acquired a therapeutic purpose. User groups with limited mobility can now attend the
garden. So that they can practice gardening, building planters adapted was necessary.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
- Make more convenient access for disabled children in the garden
- Allow children to practice with reduced mobility, in a shared garden, a gardening activity
OUTCOMES
- The children come and practice. There is a strong trend to hit the field, playing with water, earth.
- There was also an awareness by the educators on the possibilities offered by the tool "planter
adapted" (originally, the request came from two teachers and are now 5-6 to use this tool).
- The report is also positive in terms of mixing with other users of the shared garden: children from the
outdoor center have shown respect and the desire to help the group of children with disabilities.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
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- Innovative nature of horticultural therapy
- This has enabled children with disabilities also have access to land,
- This practice helped to involve their parents: they begin to come to the garden with educators and their
children, they discover the work done by educators with their children
- The work produced by children is valued: with parents who come to explore, but also with children who can
benefit from tasting (flowers and strawberries)
- This helped generate exchange between two groups: outdoor center and group of children with disabilities
- Concerted action and co-construction have prevailed: the planters have been designed with the help of the
occupational therapist of the structure, educators have participated in the making of wooden pathways to
improve accessibility for users with reduced mobility
- Materials recovery prevailed for the construction of suitable planters, in agreement with the values of
sustainable development
STEP BY STEP
- To see photos showing how to make an adapted planter, step by step :
https://picasaweb.google.com/114684883753848721786/Jardiniere?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCIj
DvMztvc-fFw&feat=directlink
- Hardware DIY: welder, disc grinder
- Provide as: land, plants
- Reclaimed materials: used furniture from the outdoor center mainly, but also recovery of bedsteads
with metal frame
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- For the design: that’s a plus to associate the knowledge and skills of the occupational therapist
- Skills in DIY and technical knowledge in tooling (Lionel Benady was scientific and technical leader for several
years, but he readily points out that we also learn by doing)
- The ability to design plans from recycled materials
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- Their use by children: ease of use, frequency of use (weekly)
- Ownership of the planters by children
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Name of the community garden

3/ COLLABORATIVE CONSTRUCTION SITE
WITH TEENS

CROQ’ JARDIN
Type of tool
Activity

x Training

Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify): ecological
construction
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Name and role
Phone

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person
x

E-mail

Jean-Claude ANDRE, animator
0033 442 285 018
0033 637 200 585
jean-claude.andre@mouvementrural.org

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

Horticultural therapy

x

x

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Croq’Jardin was built, over the years, through the participation of young people (14-20 years) as part of
ecological construction sites supervised by technicians: ecological waterhole, earth-straw building, dry toilets,
"calade" (paved ground technique), plantings, braided fences, etc.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
For the garden: benefit of environmental achievements.
Enable young people:
- To be part of a project approach leading to a realization of an ecological garden
- To learn a technique, know-how, thanks to the technical supervision of a specialist
- Receive in return a project grant (scholarship for a driver's license, for the BAFA diploma, etc..)
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This exchange system is used to create the link with young people and the garden, without which they would
perhaps never have frequented the garden.
This practice serves to integrate young people into the team of gardeners, this way, they respect the place
and the people around them.
STEP BY STEP
- Make contact with teens
- Organize the construction site with the help of a specialist in the technique used
- Find funding to complete the project
- Supervise the collaborative teens construction site
- Show the value of the achievement (invite parents, newspapers articles, open day ...)
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
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The skills of a binomial should be associated:
- Skills as an educator, related to mentoring young
- Skills as an trainer technician to involving young people in the project
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- Level of involvement of the teens
- Quality of achievements
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Name of the community garden

JARDIN DES CERISES

4/ COMMUNITY COMPOSTING DOWN
SOCIAL HOUSING BUILDINGS

Type of tool
Activity

Name and role
x Training

Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify): permanent
activity
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Phone
Contact
person

E-mail
Other contacts

FERRE Christel
Director, facilitator, trainer
0033 4 92 31 69 74
0033 6 10 56 74 34
afleurdepierre@orange.fr
SAINT MARS Isabelle
0033 6 46 44 84 50

It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
X Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
We have implemented a composting station within a shared garden "Le jardin des Cerises" located in a social
housing with 260 homes.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
a) Objectives
This project is part of the values of the association "A Fleur de Pierre":
- Promote the practice of agro-ecological gardening (limit chemical inputs, respect biodiversity ...)
- Awareness of ecology through recovery, processing and upgrading of biodegradable waste from homes in a
neighborhood, in the shared garden,
- How to use the compost,
- That each takes its rightful place as citizens in his neighborhood by practical participation in the upgrading of
its biodegradable waste.
b) Results
Participation in waste collection
Residents involvement in the project was boosted by the preexistence of shared garden.
From the beginning, local residents were mobilized, bringing their biodegradable waste in the bins provided
for this purpose.
Despite initial reluctance of social landlord, it is now involved in partnership work.
This project has enhanced the image of the area, renowned as "sensitive."
Use of compost
At first, some gardeners, skeptical, because accustomed to different gardening techniques, did not want to
use compost.
Throughout trials, observations and experiences of everyone (including the experiments of the technical team
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of "A Fleur de Pierre"), gardeners have started to practice themselves, and they eventually find a variety of
interests: agro-ecological, financial, local knowledge of the origin of the finished product.
Enhancement up to 15 tonnes of biodegradable waste treated at the station per year.
Within the gardens, compost use is optimal. Note that this station is viable (at this level).
The compost (not being manufactured to the marketing standards) is only given or accessible to members
and gardeners.
Extension of the project
Participation of the central kitchen (for school canteens), by sorting its biodegradable waste, by both cooks
(during food preparation) and children (leftovers from meals).
Other structures and local authorities ask us for advice in the implementation of projects of composting
station.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
An innovative project
A Fleur de Pierre in partnership with Gesper, was a pioneer in the sustainability of a community composting
project, already underway in other communities, but never implemented.
The ecological aspect
Intervention at the neighborhood level is listed as an innovative project.
For gardeners, it is a fertilizer free, and environmentally friendly.
A citizen-oriented project
Specificity: The residents deposit their waste in bins located within their district in the areas provided for this
purpose (sort field), and not directly to the composting station.
Through this provision means, knowing that the garbage could be taxed at the weight in the future, people
are more motivated to separate their waste fermentable now.
Education sorting of fermentable waste for children in the canteen, and for staff.
A project that creates jobs
The composting facility is funded by the community of communes (through savings from reduced waste
sorted) by the state (funding for subsidized contracts), by the municipality (providing the land and the water),
and also, by the lessor (grant).
This project has the potential to grow across the town, through all structures producing fermentable waste.
To date, A Fleur de Pierre treats those from the central kitchen of the city, and those from two food shops.
The association is planned to recycle waste from catering college
STEP BY STEP
PRELIMINARY STUDY ABOUT THE PROJECT
- Need for a project leader,
- Targeting an area of intervention,
- Study the feasibility logistics: location, material, human,
- Find partners
Financial
Territorial: structures involving themselves in the same values, and skills in common, local
authorities, private facilities (donors, ...)
- Inventory of the affected population: door to door to count the people, ask them about their habits,
their interest in the project and their desire for involvement,
- Diagnose the size of the composting station,
- Budget.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
Materials needed:
- A way to collect waste,
- At the station: collective bins to compost, structuring (material to be added to balance the compost),
a water pipe, fork, shovel, trash to sort the refusal, sieve, a follow-up document to record the amount
waste
- In the collection areas: specific bins for the recovery of biodegradable waste,
- Buckets distributed to residents.
Human resources needed:
- For waste collection,
- For waste treatment station and their quantification,
- Communication and solicitation with permanent residents, especially in case of malfunction sorting:
creating educational signs / explanatory about sorting, and each collection point,
- Establishment of an aromatic plot within the community garden and open to all participants as
encouragement to continue their acts of eco-citizens,
Door to door to present the project, instructions sorting techniques, and operation (collection day ...)
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Project Development,
- Know the biodegradable waste,
- Know how to balance the mix for a successful compost
- Know how to evaluate the equilibrium state of the compost through observation and readjust by aerating,
watering or adding the structuring.
These technical skills can be acquired in the field by dint of practice.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
WASTE RECOVERY
By completing the consignment at each collection, we can:
- Measure the annual tonnage of waste processed per collection point,
- Working time: the collection return, treat the waste (sorting, intake of shredded, turning ..), cleaning,
- Meet the sorting errors called "denial."
At year end, while the compost is fully utilized.
complementary indicators
- Number of buckets distributed and used
- Questionnaires filled out at the beginning of the implementation of the project
PROJECT
- The project extends across the city (setting up composting in canteens), but also beyond: solicitation of other
local authorities and other structures (campgrounds, associations ...)
- Creating a SCIC (group of associations, vocational training center and municipals) in the field of composting.
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Name of the community garden

HABITER LA CITE /
JARDINS COLLECTIFS
DE PONT-DE-VIVAUX/
JARDIN DES TUILERIES
Type of tool
Activity

Elderly

Name and role
Phone

x Training

Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

5/KITCHENS IN GARDENS

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

E-mail

Wislez Marc – director
0033 4 91 31 54 93
0033 6 47 42 52 13
amieu@free.fr

Other contacts
Alexis JAN – coordinator
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
X Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
X Socio-professional training
Health promotion
X Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

Leisure activity

x

x

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
We offer gardeners to organize festive meals on the gardens.
Vegetables and herbs from the garden are used to cook meals.
These dishes are prepared on site in the garden and / or at the gardener’s home.
Those invited are: gardeners, inhabitants of the neighborhood and external people (partners, other gardeners
from other gardens ...).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
- To open the gardens to other people, interests and concerns.
- To gather and create greater cohesion between gardeners and non gardeners of the social housings,
and with gardeners from other city gardens.
- Set up an event that makes gardens visible, in view to awareness the financial, technical and social
partners of the gardens.
- Introduce, from vegetables and herbs from the garden, the pleasure of eating and health theme.
OUTCOMES
70 to 90 guests received during two meals on the Nereides Bosquet garden (“Habiter la Cité, c’est faire
ensemble”); 35 people on the Pont-de-Vivaux garden ; 25 people in the Tuileries garden.
The participants really enjoy being here.
We need to inform and communicate more to bring more non-gardeners.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
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-

This tool is a good pretext to bring people to the garden (social diversity and generational mix) ;
people who probably would not have met elsewhere.
depending on location, this action may be part of a more global coherence process; for example in the
garden of Nereides Grove, part of the kitchen is made with olive oil from olives collected on trees in
the city by the inhabitants.
- This tool can also help introduce new directions of projects on topics related to health (nutrition, ...)

STEP BY STEP
1. the decision to organize a meals in the garden is taken during a monthly meeting of gardeners (at
least 8 to 10 weeks in advance). A date is fixed as well as the access level to the event: open to
residents only or also to outsiders? gardeners and non gardeners? social landlord and partners
(financial, technical, social centers, ...)?
2. Everyone says what he will cook (on site or at home). A list of dishes is made with the quantities that
each prepares.
3. Organization of communication: invitations, pricing from 1 to 2 Euros for those invited (NB the total
sum being paid is collected into the gardeners pot and affected to a purchase in connection with the
garden – example : parting gifts offered to the social landlord which was behind the gardens).
4. One to two preparatory meetings before the date of the meal. Setting up the schedule of the day and
allocation of duties on the morning before the meal.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Some knowledge and skills in cooking and several notions:
- how to organize a stewardship
- notions of communication
- time management

EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- Indicators: the quantity and quality of attendees relative to initial targets: only inhabitants (gardeners and
non gardeners) or also outsiders. The hardest part is to bring the inhabitants (non-gardeners and gardeners).
- The next meeting of gardeners allows them to make an analysis of what went well or less well past that day.
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Name of the community garden

JARDIN DE FONT
OBSCURE

6/ ARTS IN THE GARDEN

Type of tool

Name and role

Activity
X Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify): artistic
performance
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Phone
E-mail
Other contacts

Lionel Benady Coordinator of the garden
(and Director of the Animation Center)
0033 6 68 51 21 43
yo888@voila.fr
Nadia ou Virginie 0033 4 91 98 08 37

It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X Horticultural therapy

X

X

Leisure activity

X

Other (specify)
Other (specify) Art and Culture
DESCRIPTION
" Centre d’animation de Font obscure " sets up cultural evenings in the direction of a local public.
This is free theater taking place in the garden under the olive trees.
Theatrical performances are offered by the Theatre Companies in exchange for a rehearsal room made
available by the entertainment center.
This year, the company "Les Nains du Sud" is granted in exchange for a representation of their adaptation of
Don Quixote, June 22
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
- Develop cultural evenings in the direction of a local public
- to value the system of exchange of favors
OUTCOMES
The first performance will be given June 22, 2012.
It will then be possible to indicate the concrete results observed.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- Innovative character (and therefore attractive) of practice: making theater in the gardens
- Access to culture by "the garden entrance" and access to the garden by "the cultural entrance"
- Provide an opportunity to access the garden to people who are not users
- Show open to all (free entertainment)
STEP BY STEP
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Course of the evening:
18h30/20h30: Public reception, picnic, “friendship cocktail”, musical entertainment
20h30/22h: Representation - show
22h/00h: Storage
Human resources:
A security guard for the evening 18h30/22h30
The team Font Obscure
Associations of the garden
Technical means:
Stage area with lighting, theater troupe
garden lighting, 4-5 spots loaned
invitations, posters, communications department of the Town Hall
Money:
A security guard 4h
Meals actors
Drinks for the “friendship aperitif”
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Skills related to the function of Territorial Animator).
Particular the competence of proposal writing (technical, technical, ...)
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- attendance index (number of people participating. On this type of event, from 30 to 100 people are
expected)
- Quality of the atmosphere of the event
- The occurrence or non-incidents (technical or otherwise) at the event
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Name of the community garden

CROQ’ JARDIN
Type of tool
Activity

Name and role
Phone

x Training

Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

7/ MY OLD PAL - INTERGENERATIONAL
GARDENING
Contact
person

E-mail

Jean-Claude ANDRE, animator
0033 442 285 018
0033 637 200 585
jean-claude.andre@mouvementrural.org

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
This is an action by which young people help older people living alone in small squared kitchen garden.
These gardens provide especially medicinal and green herbs to improve the lives of older people and they will
be grown with agro-ecology technique.
In return for their investment, youth will be encouraged in their personal projects and will receive a
scholarship for travel or training (BAFA diploma, driving license).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
The goal is to create a contact, a friendly action that will allow teens to be recognized positively on the town.
The development of these mini gardens with ederly living alone will enable six young people (14-18 years) to
invest in a project of social link.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- An intergenerational project
- Break of loneliness
- creation of social links
- Ecological Approach
- Extensions in the field of health
STEP BY STEP
1. Eligible recipients (junior and senior) are identified by social services of the municipality, the MSA
(agricultural social mutual, partner of the project) and Croq'Jardin.
2. In February: preparation - mobilization on the project (in conjunction with the CCAS: community center for
social action).
3. These seniors are first contacted by the social workers of the municipality. After, the pairs will be formed to
meet them (the two teens + Jean, animator of Croq'jardin).
4. A schedule for installation and maintenance will be established with the seniors: during the meeting at the
seniors' homes, the juniors and the seniors will design together the plan of the small garden.
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5. Early April: young people will install gardens directly on the ground or in containers if the soil is too bad. All
plants will be planted to produce by summer a few aromatic and medicinal herbs and vegetables (cherry
tomatoes, lettuce, basil, edible flowers, strawberries ...).
6. In May, the teens will go back to see their old pals, to check that everything grows well! Technical
monitoring will be handled by an educator gardener.
7. In July before going on holiday, teens invite all seniors to Croq'Jardin for a snack made with products
harvested in Croq'jardin and prepared by teens with the solar cooking equipment.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Techique of squared kitchen garden
- Mediation (young people - elderly persons)
- Coordination with partners (social services ...)
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
The last day of the program: meeting with all youth and all seniors of the project (around a friendly snack) to
exchange and verify if this project:
- Allowed young people to get involved
- Allowed the elderly to feel the benefits of the action
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Name of the community garden

JARDILIEN
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

8/SELF-PRODUCTION WITH SOLIDARITY IN
A SHARED GARDEN
Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Carine Haag, Project Manager
0033 619 168 018
jardilien@laposte.net

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

x
x
x

x

Leisure activity

x

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The association runs a self-production shared garden. It is open to any individual (the only condition is to be a
member of the association - 10 euros per year) and institutions (provided that the garden is able to meet their
goals for integration, socialization and learning organic gardening). The garden contributes to the Education
for Sustainable Development (composting, organic farming, biodynamic ...).
The garden works in solidarity. Anyone who participates in the garden (two half days) is entitled to a share
of the crop (whatever the activities that the participant has completed).
Activities and plantations are supervised by a qualified employee (who oversees the program of planting,
harvesting), he adapts the activities according to the possibilities of gardeners (handicap…).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
The objectives of the association are:
- Fight against exclusion (social, financial, civic ...)
- Participation to better nutrition
- Sustainable Development
Gardeners reap the following benefits:
- Awareness of organic farming;
- Awareness of healthy eating (seasonal vegetables);
- Cost savings (for some);
- The practice of this activity is the creator of social link (particularly for retirees, unemployed, housewives,
recipients of social minima)
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This is an innovative tool because it addresses unmet needs:
- Access to land
- this activity creates social mix
- this activity creates social link.
This is a leisure activity very little binding: each participant practices this activity according to his needs.
Development of solidarity, sharing and working together.
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STEP BY STEP
- Identify the needs within the territory ; meeting financial and social partners.
- Find the field for the shared garden: surface and location suitable for the project (eg for a shared
garden wanting to create social mix, it is difficult to achieve at the bottom of social housing units).
- Facilities (shelter, greenhouse), garden tools and farm equipment (tractor, walking tractor), irrigation
system
- Internal rules; daily operation of the garden with a facilitator / framing technician.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Technical and practical knowledge in agriculture, organic gardening
- Animation capabilities and host of vulnerable target groups; collective management
- management skills and project development, partner relations (social, financial ...)
- facilitation skills environmental education, sustainable development
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- social mix (gardeners aving different status: retired, people in work; receiving minimum social
benefits, Unemployment, disability ...)
- number of gardeners participating in the garden
- presence or absence of conflict; usability (meals, parties, ...)
- harvest from the garden
- degree of financial autonomy of the project (to have as much freedom as possible in the project
management)
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Name of the community garden
HABITER LA CITE + JARDIN DE
L'ECOLE DU PLAN D'AOU + JARDIN DE
MICHELIS + JARDIN DES
ESCOURTINES + JARDIN DES
TUILERIES + LES JARDINS COLLECTIFS
DE PONT DE VIVAUX

Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolog x Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

9/LET’S OPEN THE GARDENS!

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Marc WISLEZ - Manager
0033 491 315 493 / 0033 647 425 213
amieu@free.fr

Other contacts
Alexis JAN - Coordinator
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X Horticultural therapy

X

X

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Social housing is the type of place that we often invest with gardens. The act of opening theses gardens to
others that the inhabitants of the social housing estate is put forward as a principle, rule, and can therefore be
a management tool in the garden.
This principle is validated (or not but we have not yet been turned down) by the partner:
- The social landlord or
- The social center (for the garden) or
- The school (if parents come to the garden in the school during the school holidays for example).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Since this principle is accepted, it can be elevated to a tool.
Indeed the regular presence of a "foreign" group (day camp or adults of a community center next door) on a
plot reserved for them in the middle of family plots, leads to questions, comments, concerns ... that feed the
monthly meeting of gardeners.
Therefore those groups as well participate in the community garden
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- This promotes a territorial mix : if me, a resident of social housing estate, I agree That a person or
group outside (e) is present in my territory, then the collective practices of a mi-private mi-public
space become denser.
- This method has a leverage effect: every gardener immediately accesses to an open space and
therefore not closed on itself.
- The image of these social housings can be improved for its people but also in the mind of the person
who comes from outside.
STEP BY STEP
1. This principle is presented to participants during the meetings of creation (3 to 6 months before the
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opening of the garden);
2. This principle is validated by the social landlord and the future gardeners on the basis of arguments
presented by the project leader (here Amieu)
3. This principle is enshrined in the Internal Rules of the garden which is signed by each beneficiary of a
plot. As well a prior information is given to each group that benefits by following a parcel (outdoor
center, social center groups ...) at a meeting of gardeners.
4. Representatives of these groups also participate in various gardeners meetings and are solicited to
participate in collective tasks in the garden.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Notions of negotiation
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Indicators:
- We realize the benefits (or not) of this practice expressed through what gardeners express.
- The participation of outside groups or persons (s) in the community garden.
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Name of the community garden

ASSOCIATION A FLEUR DE
PIERRE

10/ SELF FINANCING BY GARDEN-CARE
SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS

Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Name and role
Contact
person

Phone
E-mail
Other contacts

Christel FERRE - Manager Facilitator
Trainer
0033 492 31 69 74 / 0033 610 56 74 34
afleurdepierre@orange.fr
SAINT MARS Isabelle
06 46 44 84 50

It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x Job service
x Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
A Fleur de Pierre has signed an agreement with a home help service, which allows to supplement their
traditional services (household and other services) with our landscape skills.
We provide landscape services, using agroecological practices, to diverse audiences, especially elderly and / or
low-income people.
Services: trimming hedges and shrubs, weeding, weed control, routine maintenance of plants (remove spent
flowers, raking, bring fertilizer ...), landscaping, construction of dry-stone or masonry walls, pruning ...
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
Provide to a wide audience, landscaping services:
- According to our values of solidarity, by a differential tariff depending on household incomes,
- The implementation of agro ecological techniques
OUTCOMES
Most customers pay the lowest price. This highlights a need for landscape services for people who would not
have the financial means to afford the services of traditional landscape contractors.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Solidarity and environment :
These are often older people who contact us because they can not maintain their own gardens, because of
their physical limitations.
Most are single women because of their lack of experience in gardening, combined with their desire to
properly maintain the garden. Our interventions also help perpetuate their memories and their experienced in
the garden.
The majority of affected customers have low incomes.
Those concerned with our highest rates are more interested in the agro ecological side (these environmentally
friendly techniques become more widespread).
Not to mention that this activity created by the social link availability, and listening to stakeholders.
And also, this activity creates social link by the availability and listening skills of the technicians.
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STEP BY STEP
1. Acquisition of basic equipment needed for these services (mulcher, rake, tarp, shears, two-hand)
2. Partnership with “La Populaire” (home assistance service) which found a need for gardening services
for its clients
3. Networking with customers of “La Populaire”
4. Client development through word-of-mouth
5. Investment in other equipment, allowing to expand our services, such as buying a truck (green waste
disposal)
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Know how to manipulate tools, while respecting the safety rules
- Knowledge of botany, plant biology in order to respect the operation of vegetative plants
- Demonstrate respect and rigor in his work
- Ability to listen the customers and being available
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
We have not created an assessment tool specific, but we evaluate the achievement of initial objectives by:
- Satisfactory customer feedback,
- A constant customer base,
- the renewal of the partnership with our partner “La Populaire”
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Name of the community garden

HABITER LA CITE,
CITE NEREÏDES BOSQUET
Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolog x Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
X Institution
Youngsters X Social service
Adults
Women

11/THE MEETING OF GARDENERS

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Marc Wislez - Manager
0033 4 91 31 54 93
amieu@free.fr

Other contacts
003 6 22 69 65 36
It deals with the following topics...
X Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
X Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

X
X

X Job service
X
X Migrants
x
service
Elderly
X Neighbourhoo X Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The meeting of gardeners takes place monthly and brings together the inhabitants of the social housings that
have a plot in the garden.
It often takes place on Thursday morning. It is also sometimes scheduled on Saturday morning to allow people
who work to attend.
It takes place either at the premises of the social landlord, or in the permanence of the tenants' Association.
It is run by the association Amieu. We will move towards a co - animation with volunteers, and reach forward
meetings run by the inhabitants themselves.
The Amieu writes the minutes of the meeting and distributes them by email (to the lessor and gardeners who
have computers) or in mailbox for the other gardeners (with the help from social landlord).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
-

To review the problems and questions about the plots and the garden as a whole: management,
water, landscaping, and connection to the lessor (requests ...).
To plan the garden collective tasks (cleaning, planting, pruning olive trees).
To review the projects related to the gardens (collective garden and pedagogical garden): host of
outside groups, facilities, participation in events outside garden (festival "caress the garden" ...).
Launch events in the gardens: collective meals cooked in the gardens, festivals...
To Invite some partners: for example the Urban Policy that funds our project, or a partner who
organizes an event around the garden and then comes to speak in our meeting…
Results: The participation rates vary, we must maintain a constant effort to live this time of gathering,
but we are at the heart of the project.

WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
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-

This is a good tool because it connects people, projects gardens with local projects (neighborhood,
city, ...).
This tool is a meeting point in time and space, it allows to make alive a collective (and a collective
mind), difficult to maintain without a frame.
This tool maintains a good triangulation: inhabitant gardeners, social landlord, association supporting
the project. It should help to give a voice to all of them.
It is the (only) starting point for collective action.

STEP BY STEP
1. A room, light, heating in winter, a computer, a printer;
2. Write an invitation, and a coherent agenda; at least three partners;
3. A telephone reminder to people - two to three days before the meeting date;
4. The animation of this meeting, taking notes;
5. Giving a voice to everyone;
6. Write the minutes of that meeting;
7. Disseminate the report: email sending to social landlord, to some partners (Urban Policy...) and
residents gardeners (re-mailbox for those who do not have an internet connection).
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Skills for:
- Animation: management of speech, speech adapted to the audience...
- Listening to people
- Negotiation (social landlord, meeting participants)
- Writting and speaking
- - Taking notes and synthesizing data expressed
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
- number of people present: a lower number of people leads to reflection and further adjustments.
- quality of interaction between participants
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Name of the community garden

L’ARTICHAUT
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

12/ECO-CONSTRUCTION WITH RECYCLED
MATERIALS
Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Blasius Stefanie
0033-649420114
mail@lartichaut.com

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

x

Leisure activity

x

Other (specify)
Other (specify) eco-construnction
DESCRIPTION
It is based on constructions made through recycled materials. For instant, we have built a shed (approximately
25 m2) with recycled material (pallet, straw, soil). This shed is now used to hold the workshop when it rains
and it is regularly frequented by the users of the garden.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- on one side, the aim of this action is to reuse materials in order to reduce the garbage and reflect on this
topic.
- on the other one, it aims to induce a reflection about the ways of consumption
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
The cob construction technique is a tool very easy to make. It is sufficient to have the three raw materials: the
clay soil, the pallet and the straw. The technique has been reinvented considering constructions of some
African countries. That’s why a lot of people thought at having seen this technique in their countries of origin.
This promotes an exchange of experiences among participants.
STEP BY STEP
For a start, it needs to build a structure in pallet fixing by wires. It is important that the wood surface has holes
so that the soil hangs on. To promote this effect, it is advisable to put nails over the wood surface. After you
fill the pallet with the straw. The proportions among clay soil, straw and water have to remain stuck as the soil
pier on the wood.
We have often work the soil with the feet, see image 2.
After putting the soil, it can be model with the hands.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
For this practice, that is simple to do, it will need to know a little bit about the statics to made the structure of
the shed. The roof structure requests some skills or experience (you may need to do research in specific
books). The cob construction workshops are asking a lot of time but not too much of specific skills. To have
the right mix, do tests!
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EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
We took a lot of time to finish this shed. The workshops have been done with an intergenerational public, the
gardeners of Sunday (an activity of the garden), the students of the schools, the children aged 6 to 10, adults,
etc. At the beginning, the children were reluctant to put the hands in the mud, but once started, they didn’t
want to stop.
This building is very adapted to the climate of the South of France: the shed remains cold in the summer and
keeps the heat in the winter.
As the soil in our garden is clayey, we have continued to work in this way. In fact, the next project was a clay
oven.
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Name of the community garden

LES JARDINS DE
L’ESPERANCE
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly
Other (specify)

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

13/ CREATE A WATER POND
Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Lionel Trébie, director
00 33 (0)4 42 08 01 12
contact@jardinesperance.fr

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

x

Leisure activity

Other (specify): depending with who your are doing the activity it can
deal with a lot of topics

DESCRIPTION
A water pond was created in the garden, it involved the gardeners and visitors for the realization, the
neighborhood for consultation before realization and cooperation
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Preservation of biodiversity
Environmental education
Creation of a privileged area for resting and being well inside the garden, appropriation by gardeners
Group cohesion: working together toward a common aim
Communication/promotion: the consultation of the neighboroud was necessary (to anticipate frog and
mosquito nuisances) and was an occasion to communicate about the existence of the gardens, its aims and
activities
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Coherence with environmental questions
Occasion of social mixing and promotion of the garden
Appropriation of the space
STEP BY STEP
1 identify an area of the garden to install the pond (accessibility, surrounding vegetation, water source…)
2 planning:
-research about ponds in our area: climate (rain/evaporation), vegetation, species to expect…
- first sketches as a basis for discussion,
- enquiry with all the people coming in the garden and with the neighbours to present the project
- research of technical solutions (liners size and costs, clay, bridge, pumps and solar panel for a possible
waterfall for aeration, security devices: fences for child, anti-drowning system for hedgehogs, sources for
water to fill (and later refill) the pond, benches and surrounding vegetation to create a very special place for
being well, how to deal with mosquitos, etc, and visit to other gardens with ponds)
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- research for economical solutions (fund raising, recycling, look for possible plants/pump/clay gifts…)
- final sketch
- inventory of work force available
- planning of works
3 works: digging, tracing the level, making the bottom (sand), putting the liner, filling the pond with water,
fixing the edges of the liner, planting
4. inauguration
5. observation of the evolution of fauna and flora colonizing the new environment
And during all the project workshops were realized to raise the awareness of the participant toward the water
flora and fauna
6. maintenance (to compensate water evaporation if necessary, and to avoid the decaying plants filling up the
pond)
NB:All these tasks where “sliced” and shared between the different persons coming in the garden, some of
them worked on the project without meeting the others until the inauguration day
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
None specially related to ponds, but ability to research the necessary informations and to manage the project
during several weeks/months
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Depending on the aims you choose for the project :
Biodiversity preservation: observation of species, eventually counting
Environmental education: number of persons participating in the workshops, production of an exhibition for
the inauguration, evaluation questionnaire to be filled in by the participant of workshops or teacher of the
classes involved
Group cohesion: interview with the participant about their feelings on the project, observation by the work
supervisor
Communication/promotion: number of persons contacted at the occasion of the project, existing press
articles and communication in local TV, presence of the persons and the partners at the inauguration day
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Name of the community garden

LES JARDINS DE
L’ESPERANCE
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

14/ABECEDARY OF TOUCHING AND
SMELLING
x

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Lionel Trébie, director
00 33 (0)4 42 08 01 12
contact@jardinesperance.fr

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
x Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

x

x Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
x
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify):
DESCRIPTION
An abecedary of plants in our garden presents plants interesting to touch and/or smell, with particular
attention to plants characteristic of our area and climate, and plants easy to find in our everyday
environment. Plants are labeled in roman (normal) and braille letters, a handrail and a foot marker allow
visually disabled persons to discover autonomously the abecedary.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Pedagogical tool
Hortitherapy tool
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
The use of the alphabetical order simplify the job to learn the names and is appreciated by children and
teachers.
(but it can create complications because it can requite to put side by side a plant demanding plenty of water
and one demanding very few)
The realization can make the object of a cooperation with one or many classes of primary school and a group
of gardeners
The labeling can be done using different polices, and in our garden wee used roman black capitals (big and
well contrasted letters so as to be readable by visually impaired, and braille for blind)
STEP BY STEP
1 identify an area of the garden and the length you can use to install your abecedary
2 select the plants to use: our criteria were:
- Non toxicity
- Interest for touching or smelling
- Plant that can be easily found elsewhere and thus recognized in everyday life (e.g: plants used in the
local roundabouts, edible plants, plants related to local patrimony…)
- Plants specially adapted to our climate (Mediterranean)
- Easy maintenance
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3 select the labeling and handrail system
3 works: tracing the bed for plantation, preparing the soil for plantation in the beds, and the soil for easy walk
in the alley, placing the foot marker (a big beam) fixing poles and handrail, planting, fixing labels, installing
watering system
4. inauguration
These tasks were the occasion of a one year cooperation between a primary school class, a class of special
needs children, and a group of gardeners
COMPETENCES
Knowledge of the plants
EVALUATION
Realization of the object
Participation of the groups during the realization
Usefulness: numbers of people using effectively the device in specially devised activities
Feelings of the gardeners toward the object, question in the annual evaluation questionnaire
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Name of the community garden

15/MOVIES IN THE GARDEN

JARDIN DES AURES
Type of tool

Name and role

Activity
X Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
X Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly
Other (specify)

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Phone
E-mail

Julien NADREAU (facilitator and
Development Officer)
0033 (0)491 517 386
accueiletrencontres@free.fr

Other contacts
Aline GROSJEAN
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X Horticultural therapy

X

Leisure activity

Other (specify)

DESCRIPTION
A projection of animated short film is available in the garden, one Tuesday evening per month at the sweet
season (March if possible, to July, then September and October if possible).
Programming (films + schedule) is consistent with the public that comes to these projections (people from the
surrounding neighborhood): families or even children coming alone.
This project started from the initiative of an employee of "Home and Encounters" local resident and a
neighbor. Then the event has grown: the programming is now offered by "People and Culture", which has
become our partner. It is an association of public education, fighting for 60 years against cultural inequalities
and fighting for the right to learn throughout life.
The evening begins before the screening with a picnic where everyone is invited to bring something to share
with others.
Each session is prepared by a group of people composed of programmers viewers and has a specific theme
(eg friendship, over-consumption, the strangeness and madness of men).
A moment of exchange with the public on this topic is made in the introduction and other moments of
exchange take place after the movies.
A special evening is held in June for the annual festival of music, the music is then also the film's theme
chosen for the occasion. The movie is preceded by concerts (choir, jazz and funk band, etc.) to wait in a festive
way to the dark for projection! This year, "Accueil et Rencontres" is considering organizing a meal, sold at a
modest price, to be prepared by a group of neighborhood women, (these women do it already all year long in
a social center nearby)
These movies in the garden led this year to a side event : a workshop about "animated films":
- "Accueil et Rencontres" has offered to gardeners and nursery school children to participate.
- A dozen children and their parents participate to these workshops led by “Peuples et Culture” (People and
Culture)
In ten sessions (one hour thirty each), they achieve an animated film entitled "Tree", with elements of the
garden (sounds, collages of natural features, scenery), and this film will be screened in the garden!
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AIMS AND OUTCOMES
These cinema showtimes create social ties: the garden, with its quiet and pleasant collective space, is a place
for friendly moments, where the meeting between people is encouraged by the proposal of sharing meals and
exchanging ideas, feelings, around the films.
For some people from the neighborhood, who come primarily for a moment of leisure with the cinema, then
it is an opportunity to discover the garden.
The selected films are not "classic" and are of all nationalities, the techniques and themes also are very varied.
The surrounding areas are characterized by contrasting habitats: sensitive social housing areas alongside
residential areas, old and new. Thus, whatever their cultural or social origin, people get together to share a
moment of cultural recreation friendly. De facto these movies in the garden create social mix.
In addition, they promote intercultural and intergenerational dialogue, because of times for discussion
before and after the films. This mix is always observed, and there is a group of 'faithful' spectators, mixed,
children and adults, who comes back with visible pleasure. Children and adults who participate in exchanges
also come from different backgrounds: the ambience simple and good-natured encourages everyone to
express themselves.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
The organization of such festive and cultural events is relatively simple and inexpensive, and allows a large
number of people to have access to an original cultural recreation.
Furthermore, it is more than a moment of leisure: it gives the possibility to everyone to exercise a form of
citizenship through exchanges about selected topics.
It also promotes social diversity and intergenerational dialogue.
STEP BY STEP
Material needs
Purchase or rental of video and sound equipment: video, audio speakers, screen (but not necessarily ...: in the
"Jardin des Aures", the screen is a white bedsheet ballasted with logs of wood)
Benches, chairs, rugs, blankets, cushions: all that allows viewers to be installed correctly.
Lighting (eg Christmas lights) to be used after the projection.
Film selection
- Possible establishment of a programming group
- Beware! think of broadcasting rights
- Film loans by media libraries or individuals
Communication before the event
- Posters in the neighborhood,
- Local information: among school teachers, associations of parents, the neighborhood committee,
community centers and with all other partners.
- eMailing
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Skills related to the choice of video equipment and sound system and how to use it.
Skills related to a beforehand communication operation.
Coordination between partners organizers.
Interest in cinema and discovery (for programming).
Knowledge with respect to broadcast rights
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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We count the total number of spectators we noticed that a group comes up regularly (group consisting of
people from various areas).
The number of adults accompanying the children increased.
The atmosphere is always good, and the problems of disruption of meetings by tweens (who came alone)
have disappeared (they were managed by several adult viewers).
Since movies in the garden were proposed in 2009, the frequency of sessions increased, the content has been
enriched, the public is still there and comes back once on the other.
In addition, this event, originally organized by a few people involved in neighborhood life, led to a rewarding
partnership, the establishment of the annuel feast of music in the garden, and a workshop of animated film
production.
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SPAIN
Name of the community garden

16/EDIBLE GARDEN

INS TERRAROJA
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog x Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Faustina Murillo (teacher)
fmurill5@gmail.com

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
x Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
x Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

x Job service
Migrants
x
service
Elderly
Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
x
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify):
DESCRIPTION
The project is developed in a secondary school as a part of an optional subject called Ecoterra in 3 rd ESO. We
have a group of 7 students who previously weren’t successful in their formal learning (because of
misbehaviour, insufficient knowledge of the common language or because of demotivation).
We have created a garden with both a utilitarian and esthetical function.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS: It is a vehicle to promote:
- Education in the social skills, collaborative work and development of a sense of responsibility as well as
personal autonomy.
- Fun while working and learning.
- Help the environmental culture, sustainability and appreciation of biodiversity.
- Contemplation of gardening and organic farming as a possible way to make a living.
OUTCOMES
Students like this different way of working at school. They are more motivated than at first.
- They develop the capacity of observation and start to value teamwork, the distribution of tasks, and the
importance of scheduling.
- They learn about plants in a experimental way: parts, life cycle, nutrition, reproduction ... at the same time
that the basic abilities.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This is good practice for any group, for the following reasons:
- Promotes group cohesion and task sharing.
- Creates a vision of the potential usefulness of a garden as a source of food.
- Involves a preliminary design work that promotes other skills (teaching areas) in addition to those related to
agriculture.
-Promotes respect for the land and the environment.
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STEP BY STEP
. Research on school’s vegetable gardens in the country and take note of organization, materials, tools,
scheduling, etc.
. Ask permission from the head staff and decide the place to set the garden. Acquire the tools necessary for
work.
. Look for some help. One person from a community garden in the town ‘Conrreu Sereny’ collaborates
voluntarily with us 1 hour a week. He shares his experience and provides us with seeds and nursery plants.
. Take measures and design the shape we want to create. Weed the place and make the ridges according to
the design and to permaculture or synergic growth principles. Select vegetables to be planted depending on
the season. For example, in winter sow lettuces with different colors and types of leaf, beans and peas
following a distribution which creates a nice visual effect.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Have some knowledge about plants, ecologic culture, environmental problems, sustainable planet ... In case
you are interested in the project, you can access the information by surfing the net.
Since we work with students who didn’t achieve the basic competences, it’s the teacher who provides the
school materials and information to help them to get previous learning about plants, seeds, composting,
tools, climate, and procedures.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
The project is being carried out at the present moment, so we can’t give an overview of the whole practice.
Still, we can say that the steps already taken in the first term of the course were satisfactory because the
majority of students have passed this evaluable subject. So far, the experience seems to respond to the aims
set. Their efforts have been recognized and this is very important for them.
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Name of the community garden

17/AGROECOLOGICAL CINEFORUMS AND
SOCIAL RELATIONS AROUND THE GARDEN

L’HORT DEL MAS
GUINARDO
Address and Country
ESPAÑA, Barcelona
Casal d'Entitats Mas Guinardó
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):

It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Name and role

x

Contact
person

Phone
E-mail
Other contacts

Anna Suñé
( intermediary person between the
garden and the community centre “Mas
Guinardó”)
anna.sugi@gmail.com
Doris Boira ( Directora del Casal)
dboira@fdc.cat

It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
x Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

x
x

Job service
x
Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
x
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Once a month, we organize an agroecological cineforum. We screen documentaries in the community centre,
generating reflexión and debate about agroecological culture.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Our main aim is to bring together people in a community space for reflexion about agricultura.
Through the use of audiovisual, we have managed to get together, to dialogue and to learn together.
Cineforum is a very good practice for dialogue and learning process within a group. There is interest, and each
documentary brings some knowledge to the attending people.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
It is a good practice because it is open for all kinds of public, it is free and it is educational. Moreover, it is
innovative to connect the group of gardeners with the Cineforum; it is an ideal complement.
STEP BY STEP
The choice of the documentaries is essential. They must be of good quality. There should be a project, some
ideals, some concept. It should be aesthetic. We also try as much as possible to bring somenone to present
the documentary (the director or someone from the production team. It is a direct way to have some
reflexion about the documentary.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
We can count on the support of experts who give us some advice and some ideas for documentary that we
can show. We also receive the support of the community center. It requires good organization skills to be able
to offer good programmes.
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EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
The result is very positive. It permits to establish relations between the audience. We can experiments
different ways to approach a single issue, always on a dialogue basis. We bring up issues such as production
types, ways of consumption, organic agriculture, local agriculture,etc. We bet on ecology, solidarity and
community feeling within the inhabitants of Guinardó neighborhood.
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Name of the community garden

18/ ASEMBLEY: PARTICIPATIVE MODEL OF
GARDENERS

COMMUNITY
GARDENS OF CAN
MASDEU
Type of tool
Activity
X Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

Contact
person

x
x
x

Name and role
web
E-mail

Claudio cattaneo, dinamizador
www.canmasdeu.net

Other contacts
Laura Ciudad
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

x Job service
x Migrants
x
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
x
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify) Producing food
DESCRIPTION
The group that squatted the farm of Can Masdeu (between Barcelona and the outskirts) opened some gardens
for our own consumption, in which people of the house as well as anyone who wants to learn and help can
participate every Thursday. Apart from the gardens of “the house” we have a project of community gardens
and a project for a total of 40 individual and shared plots and a community plot opened for all participants of
the community gardens.
Both in the gardens of “the house” and in the community gardens the functioning is assembly-based and
counts with work commissions. The project is based in four points cultivate organic food and sow traditional
seed exchange of knowledge generations. There is a symbiotic relationship between young and old people.
This created a constant two-way exchange of information between generations, realities and mindsets.
Our organized decision-making tool is our monthly assembly and share responsibilities through commission.
Commissions such as water (really important as we rely on raining water so themes are how to preserves it
and equal distributions), manure (going to farms or riding clubs to collect it), social events (organizing event
with community around, meals for gardeners, common work day) economy (each assembly each plot pays one
euro, organized events to collect money), now we are creating an conflict commission (through meeting and
dialogs).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
One of the main purposes tackled with this tool is self-determination, which bring us the ability or power to
make decisions for ourselves. The project is based in a non-hierarchical consensus-based organization model.
Between the participants, the Project itself has reinforced an intergenerational rapprochement, the Exchange
of knowledge (there are also adults teaching computer science to the elderly) and the implication in the
assembly methodology.
The social aspects takes a lot of importance both in the formal part (organization and participation in social
events such as meals in the surrounding valley, traditional folk music and dance celebrations in the
neighborhood) and in the informal part (generation of a support network between the participants,
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intergenerational transmission of knowledge, etc).
The community project regenerated social networks in the community. And improves the social dialog, skills in
how to resolve our conflicts.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
The project of community gardens set a precedent in the city, since many other squatting projects have come
out, and it contributes to the development of the imaginary of the importance of urban agriculture and its
practice. It has also contributed to create a network of urban gardens in Barcelona. Groups of common people
organizing themselves using assemblies as a tool for decision making. Take responsibilities of your actions.
STEP BY STEP
Project of community gardens
1. FIND A SPACE. A group of activists would squat an open space. As a possible alternative to squatting,
the group needs to get the administration of a space. It requires more time but it is more secure. Also
the group might decide to get closer to the owner of the space and find a common agreement.
2. OPEN THE SPACE. Promote social participation among the inhabitants of the neighborhood. In spite of
our “community” ideals, we have decided to subdivide part of the land and assign it to individual
persons, little groups or collectives of people. As a second step, it can be decided to administer some
land on community basis.
3. ORGANIZE THE ASEMBLY. There are no votes in meetings, instead decision are arrived at through a
process of discussions and proposals. We define some rules (organic agriculture not use of pesticides,
1€/month contribution for the community expenses, define commissions, create group dynamics,
mark a minimum of implication, define selection criteria to assign the plots, etc.
4. ACTIVATE THE GROUP AND SPACE. Create common working days for activities such as bring fertilizer,
organize tools, greenhouse, etc.
5. OPEN UP TO THE EXTERIOR. Make the project known in the neighborhood, participating in local
events, make synergies with the participants, already integrated in the neighborhood.
6. CREATE FUNCTIONS. In this case, it can be considered to dedicate one plot to agro-ecological
education if somebody is interested in it. (In the case of Can Masdeu, the educative project came out
from the assembly of the house, using one plot of the house garden). Other functions can be decided
according to the local and social characteristics and needs.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Capacity of assembly-based organization
- Some knowledge to squat and to create the necessary infrastructure
- Through the assemblies people develop their own social skills, participative skills, how to get decision.
- But the most important is: you need a lot of motivation and capacity to resist or endure
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Very positively. The achievement of the results was excellent. The dissemination of the results reached a world
level. We appeared in a one-hour report on the Spanish TV, on the German TV, in the 2008 “State of the
World” and in many local newspapers. Moreover we are influencing the urban public policies.
Assembly is a great tool as everybody has its voices. So testimonies of participants is the evaluation methods:
“Everybody told me I am mad but the doctor keeps telling me to come to the plot. Coming here is a therapy for
me” Carmen 83 years from south.
“Instead of being in a bar playing cards, I prefer to walk and do physical work here I feel better” Jose 75
Granada
“I like to feel the soil in my finger like when I was a child. Here headaches disappear “ Candela 73 from Canary
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Island.
“I believe working in the plots helps to connect with Earth and overcome the frenetic speed of the cities. I also
eat nice organic food” Isabel 57 school teacher
“We are a very nice group of people very heterogenic, an explosive mixture in the same project” Belen 25 year
engineer Consumer Coop plot
“I come here because I feel pity for the guys hanging from the wall under rain and cold against police. I though
could that be possible? So I came here next day to ask for a plot” Pablo 75 retired
And many other voices.
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Name of the community garden

HORT DEL XINO
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog x Document
y
Other (specify): instructive
video
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

19/CONSTRUCTION OF A COMMUNITY
BREAD OVEN
x
x Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail
Other contacts

Klaus Jack, videographer
689873735
klaus_jack2000@hotmail.com
http://hortdelxino.wordpress.com

It deals with the following topics...
x Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

x
x

x Job service
x Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The practice that I am currently documenting is the construction of a bread oven in the community Garden
Huerto del Xino in the Ravel neighborhood.
This project involves volunteers from the neighborhood who have come together to help Renan to construct a
wood oven to be able to bake bread for common meals and gatherings.
I am documenting the construction process by video and will edit the process and put the process online so
that other interested parties can copy and recreate the construction process in other gardens.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
In the short term this project has allowed people of different ages and generations to come together in the
construction of a structure that aims at benefitting all participants and visitors of this community garden.
The aim of the oven is to provide homemade bread for gatherings or other occasions in which this community
space is being used by its occupants.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This project allows people of different ages and backgrounds to work together and to learn from each other.
By documenting the construction process we hope to allow for other gardens to copy this example and to be
able to pass on the common knowledge and experience our garden has had with the construction of this oven.
STEP BY STEP
This step by step explanation will be given in the form of a video which will explain the construction process in
a step by step manner.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
It would certainly be of help to have some knowledge and experience of construction.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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Name of the community garden

HORTET DEL FORAT
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

20/OPENING OF AN ORGANIC GARDEN IN
BARCELONA`S CENTER
Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Isabel Molina / Voluntary

marimbabell@yahoo.es
http://lhortetdelforat.blogspot.com/
Other contacts
Xavier Varona
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

Leisure activity

x
x
x
x
x
x

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION Please describe the practice you have developed.
Mainteining a neighborhood of urban garden initiative in the center of Barcelona.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Increasing participation of the residents of the neighborhood and the district in the activities. Contribution to
the diffusion of organic gardening practices. Promotion of self-cultivation. Provide a space for learning and
experimentation of ecological urban gardening practices, its health benefits, waste management, composting
and sustainability in the neighborhood. Bring diversity to the neighborhood leisure.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Increased social cohesion between individuals and groups in the neighborhood. Education with an active and
participative methodology. Promoting intergenerational and intercultural relations between neighbors and
visitors.
STEP BY STEP
Identification of a suitable and appropriate location for the garden. Making a call for participation open to all
individuals and groups in the area. Desingn, implamentation and execution to the project by the residents.
Constant revitalization of the space with: workshops, community work days, popular foods and other.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Ability to the direct dialogue with people. Desire to involvement in community projects. Respect for the
principles to community participation. Leadership and organizational ability.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Levels of presence in the garden. Participation of garden in the neighborhood activities. Levels of
participation of residents in the garden activities.
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Name of the community garden

21/SEED BANK

LLAVORS ORIENTALS
Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolog x Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Josep Maria Pi
+34 676 692 057
jo.pif@ceesc.cat

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x
x

x Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify) Inhabitants of
Other (specify) - scientific knowledge of local biodiversity – cultural
Vallès Oriental
heritage
DESCRIPTION
Recovering of cultural patrimony and of seeds genetic resources.
The gardeners of the region grow seeds and observe all the cycle, put the seeds in the bank and exchange
them with other gardeners. Simultaneously, documentation about the characteristics of the seeds is
elaborated.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
Conserving old local vegetable varieties
Recovering the agricultural knowledge and the culture associated to the country and cookery
Promoting the use old varieties in organic gardens of the region
OUTCOMES
Agricultors are able to decide about their own genetic resources
Agricultors are able to exchange information and seeds.
The values of agroecology and importance of local varieties are spread
Self-consumption gardens are self-managed.
A dialogue is established with the elderly.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This practice allows gardeners to network and share resources. It promotes intergenerational dialogue. It is an
innovative methodology to conserve cultural patrimony.
STEP BY STEP
Several actions are lead simultaneously:
- Follow-up of the life cycle of the plants from seed to seed (this allows to deepen the knowledge of the
nature and the observation practice)
- Registering the old variety of seeds and elaborating documentation
- Exchanging seeds through the bank (based on principle of reciprocity: if I take a seed from the bank I
should leave another seed in the deposit of the bank.
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-

Occasional participation in dissemination events (such as Tomato Fair)

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Knowledge of the nature
- Sense of observation
- Research and documentation skills
- Sense of compromise
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Positive: participants are more collaborative and there is a general feeling of personal satisfaction
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Name of the community garden

HORT D’ESBIOSFERA

22/ORGANIC HORTICULTURE TRAINING
WITH OWN OR SHARED PLOT

Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolog X Document
y
Other (specify): COURSES
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

Name and role
Contact
person

Phone
E-mail
Other contacts

GEMMA VELASCO, MANAGERCOORDINATOR
+34 627333829
gemmavel@gmail.com
www.esbiosfera.cat

It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

x
x

x Job service
x Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The school has its own garden of 1500 square metres where beginners’ courses in organic horticulture are
carried out. The course participants (15 people or familiar unit) are able to cultivate a 50m2 plot (own plot) for
one year from February to February. We also have another group of 10-15 people doing the same course, who
already have a garden at home, and therefore share one big plot for the practical sessions (shared plot).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Aims: By making use of understandings and techniques of organic horticulture, and by transmitting values of
self-sufficiency we want to increase people’s resilience, help them learn to appreciate food and the
conservation and preservation of the land, and to share and cooperate with the rest of the group.
Environmental and cultural aims: preserving a unique agricultural urban area in the village by respecting the
ecosystem and the biodiversity without using polluting chemicals that affect nature and human beings.
Social aims: team working between different social and cultural status, value our environment and ourselves,
and respecting each other.
Educational aims: knowing how to work the land without damaging it, giving value to growing old varieties in
the area, supporting other related organisations and, through the training, transform students towards
responsible, fair and ethical consumption both locally and globally.
Short-term outcomes: cultivate vegetables in a sustainable way; be more self-sufficient; connect with nature;
share experiences with family, friends and other gardeners; get to know people of other generations and
different social groups through a common interest, namely the land; feel at ease, and disconnect from things
which do not satisfy (for example your job) and which merely leave you empty and stressed; get away from
the city, and be calm and peaceful.
Long-term outcomes: personal growth, personal empowerment and creativity; ethical consumption; an
escape from the current socio-economic system; a return to appreciating the taste of food; the chance to reap
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the rewards of your efforts; rediscover yourself and spark the interest and curiosity of passers-by, and make
visible the transformation of the space, and the work of the people.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Preservation of an agricultural space in urban surroundings; connecting the people with the land and the
natural surroundings; disconnecting from the daily routine and the stress of the city; igniting your children’s
interest; learning to appreciate agricultural work, organic food and local products; looking after physical and
mental health; valuing ourselves and other people; creating and being responsible for a space that depends
on you; and interconnecting with colleagues of other social and cultural backgrounds.
The most interesting thing is that the family of the participant can also be part of the practical part in order to
strengthen the family ties and community work. During the whole year, one can receive assessment as the
same teacher daily cares about the garden. Collective work is done among the plotters: harvesting canes,
looking for humus/mulch, manure and lawn, setting a small fire to use the ashes afterwards, preparing
vegetable slurry to use it collectively.
STEP BY STEP
Be a legal entity and, if possible, have done activities in the town
Have access to an agricultural area of 700-1000 meters squared in a central and visible place in the town, and
a classroom for giving courses.
Divide the garden into plots; provide tools, organic fertilizer, water, seedlings, mulching materials etc.
A specialized teacher in organic horticulture with experience and another person for technical support and
course management.
REQUIREMENT: It’s very important to have a totally urban place with water. That’s the characteristic of our
project.
MATERIAL: distribution of the land in 40-50m2 limited plots, drip irrigation with individual taps, manure and
humus storage area, compost area, place for chickens and mobile poultry, share working tools storage area.
MANAGEMENT: the school and the teachers are the ones managing the training: material, payments, notes,
visits, activities and technical assessment.
COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS: group meetings to detect shortcomings, possibilities of improvement and new
contribution for community work without conflicts. It’s important to give the students the opportunity to
become part of the project, which ideas should be agreed on among the group
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Competences required for the trainers:
Technical knowledge of organic horticulture; experience of working in a group; be communicative and open to
all people and to enjoy being outdoors, doing physical work and getting your hands dirty. Enjoy people and
being with people and motivating them! No more specific competences needed a part from will to work and
having availability during 5-10h/week.
Competences required for the beneficiaries:
Ability to work in a team, establishing the guidelines, paying attention to the evolution of the garden by
observing and writing down and preserving the place and planting old varieties, grown in a totally organic
way: no use of synthetic products.
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Name of the community
garden

23/COURSE OF ORGANIC AGRICULTURE FOR
MIGRANTS
ASSOCIATION CONREU
SERENY

Type of tool
Activity
Training
Methodolo x Document
gy
Other (specify):

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Dolors Clotas
dclotas@pangea.org

Other contacts

Xavi Montes de Oca:
xmontesdeoca@gmail.com
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
x Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
x Health promotion
x Social cohesion

It can be addressed to...
All
School
x
Children
Institution
x
Youngster x Social service
x
s
Adults
x Job service
x
Women
Migrants
x
service
Elderly
Neighbourho
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
od
Other (specify) Inhabitants of
Other (specify) - scientific knowledge of local biodiversity –
Vallès Oriental
cultural heritage
DESCRIPTION
Recovering of cultural patrimony and of seeds genetic resources.
The gardeners of the region grow seeds and observe all the cycle, put the seeds in the bank and
exchange them with other gardeners. Simultaneously, documentation about the characteristics of
the seeds is elaborated.
During the months of May and November 2011, we did an introductory training to E.A. (ecological
agriculture) and Permaculture, aimed at immigrants in social exclusion. The main aims of the training
were to provide the necessary skills to participants to manage their life projects into the countryside,
with an ethical basis of love and care towards people and mother nature. The course had the
support and collaboration of local and regional organizations such as Caritas Diocesan, Fundació
Roca i Pí, Monestir de Sant Jeroni de la Murtra and the network of centers for immigrants (XEDI).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS
Conserving old local vegetable varieties
Recovering the agricultural knowledge and the culture associated to the country and cookery
Promoting the use old varieties in organic gardens of the region
OUTCOMES
Agricultors are able to decide about their own genetic resources
Agricultors are able to exchange information and seeds.
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The values of agroecology and importance of local varieties are spread
Self-consumption gardens are self-managed.
A dialogue is established with the elderly.
The aim of the course consisted in the participation of 15 vulnerable immigrant people that could
acquire the necessary training to produce organic and seasonal fruit and vegetables. Another aim
was to provide a welcoming space and an accompaniment and training period training that could
enable them to revalorize the potentiality of rural areas as a means of employment.
The desired results were:
- To achieve a level of employment in ecological agriculture of 65%.
- To release the Catalan agricultural environment and the peasant reality among the students (result
indicator: 5 visits to AG consolidated projects).
The concrete results we got after the course were:
- Nº of contracts of placements
- % of professional integration
- Evaluation of contains by teachers
- Nº and type of projects of AG consolidated that have been visited
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
This practice allows gardeners to network and share resources. It promotes intergenerational
dialogue. It is an innovative methodology to conserve cultural patrimony.
The elements identified as good practices are: networking with other organisations before the
beginning of the training; Innovation implementing a training for people in a high degree of social
exclusion; it enables the students to acquire skills and knowledge in order to be employed or to selfemploy; revalorizing the suburban and rural areas which are going into disuse as an alternative way
of life.
STEP BY STEP P
Several actions are lead simultaneously:
- Follow-up of the life cycle of the plants from seed to seed (this allows to deepen the
knowledge of the nature and the observation practice)
- Registering the old variety of seeds and elaborating documentation
- Exchanging seeds through the bank (based on principle of reciprocity: if I take a seed from the
bank I should leave another seed in the deposit of the bank.
- Occasional participation in dissemination events (such as Tomato Fair)
1 Organize a group or association and generate ideas and positive and creative visions.
2 Contact with other groups or individuals who are doing similar things.
3 Look for external funding
4 Contact teachers (if you do not have the experience necessary) and develop the training program.
5 Look for students whose profile is adapted to the proposed training.
6 Evaluate the training’s content and experiences.
7 After the training: keeping the track on the participants and accompany them in the employment
process.
8 Celebrating with the students and other participants the end of the project’s process.
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COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Knowledge of the nature
- Sense of observation
- Research and documentation skills
- Sense of compromise
You can organize a training like this without a lot of previous experience in the sector, but, in this
case, it is necessary to hire teachers and that means almost 50% of the course expenses. In our case,
many of us had some experience in agriculture and social pedagogy. This helped us to achieve good
results during the project’s process. We think it is very important the networking work with other
organisations.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Positive: participants are more collaborative and there is a general feeling of personal satisfaction
During the development of the training, we conducted weekly meetings with students that helped to
improve the communication between all actors involved in the training (students, teachers and
supporters).
At the end of the training, the teachers made some tests on the knowledge and skills acquired during
the training. Students also had the opportunity to evaluate teachers and supporters.
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Name of the community garden

HUERTO “LA LLAVOR”
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify): COURSES
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

24/URBAN GARDEN AS A TOOL FOR
INTERCULTURALITY AND
INTERGENERATIONAL DIALOGUE
Contact
person

Name and role
Web
E-mail

ANA ROYO
www.benallar.org

Other contacts
TERESA OLIVELLA
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
x Health promotion
Social cohesion

x
x

x Job service
x
Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Neighbourhoo x Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
URBAN GARDENS, GREEN LIGHT FOR INTERCULTURALITY AND INTERCONGREGATIONAL, wants to get together
the ecological horticulture training with the relationship and coexistence between people of different cultures
and ages.
Through this practice, young migrants without a job or residence permit, which are hosted in Fundació
Benallar, participate in this workshop to get a specific training in ecological gardening, to develop strategies
and habits that will help them to be included in this society and to keep active while they are waiting for the
labour market to change.
At the same time, the Foundation volunteers aged between 50 and 70 years old, have participated in this
workshop for one or two days a week to be trained in organic gardening and enjoy the values transmitted
while working in the countryside and while promoting sustainable consumption.
The workshop has been carried on throughout the 2011-2012 academic year by quarters, four days a week,
three hours a day. Given the characteristics of our garden, 5 people have simultaneously participated.
A trainer, specialized in the techniques of ecological gardening, all of them have performed the tasks
entrusted to them daily, consisting of putting manure on the land, planting seasonal products, maintenance,
irrigation, and harvesting.
The fact that the tasks are performed together and as equals, has led to the relationship between people of
different cultures and ages, mutual transmission of knowledge and reach an important state of friendship
between all the people doing the workshop. This has been also aided by the break moments, in each of these
days that have greatly favoured communication.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
AIMS:
1. Being trained in the main ecological and sustainable gardening techniques.
2. Promote intercultural and intergenerational dialogue.
3. Enjoy physical work values in the middle of nature, outdoors.
4. Betting on a healthy nutrition, based on social and solidar economy.
5. Encouraging openness to new and different things, opening up to other knowledge.
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WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
INNOVATION: it’s a novelty that in the same garden, people of different cultures and ages work together.
COHERENCE with the aims of the organizer, which devotes their activities to hosting immigrants and to
intercultural coexistence.
Promotes INTERCULTURALITY between immigrants and local people.
Promotes INTERGENERATIONAL DIALOGUE between young immigrants and middle-aged or retired.
STEP BY STEP
Intended for:
Youngsters, adults and retirees immigrants and local who are unemployed, have free time, need for training in
ecological sustainable gardening, which like agriculture or need to relax and enjoy working in the middle of
the nature and outdoors.
Requirements:
A urban garden, a teacher-monitor, that can teach and organize the daily tasks.
Material: campuses, gardening tools, walking tractor, drip irrigation and common hoses, manure.
Depending on the size and characteristics of the garden, people can work at a time (6-7 persons/half acre).
Courses or periods of 3 months, between 3 to 5 days a week for 3 hours.
The monitor shows the basic techniques of planting, maintenance and harvesting of ecological products
during this period of time, so that during this period, there’s enough time to show all processes from planting
to harvesting. Distributes daily work for each of the participants, according to their abilities and prior
knowledge.
Every day and in the middle of activity there is a half-hour break where you share a snack and you use the
time to talk and share experiences or make friends.
Harvested products are distributed among the participants.
At the end of the quarter, there is a celebration day in which you share an intercultural meal and celebrate
that they met.
The training may be longer: 3, 6, 9 months.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
No need for any kind of knowledge. People with no knowledge in horticulture can participate; there is a
teacher and a person in charge of the project who daily organize the tasks to do. Regarding the capacities that
people need to have: they need to like nature, horticulture, have the capacity to work in the land work and
with much motivation to learn, collaborate and let be guided.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Very positive for all the involved actors: volunteers, coordinators, migrant youngsters.
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Name of the community garden

PHOENICURUS

25/“GROWING TOGETHER” – HOW TO
COMBINE SMALL-SCALE ORGANIC FOOD
PRODUCTION AND RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION

Type of tool
Activity
X Training
Methodolog X Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters X Social service
Adults
Women

Name and role
Contact
person

Phone
E-mail

GISELA MIR-VIADER;
ORGANIC HORTICULTURALIST
+34 66 33 59 493
hort.phoenicurus@gmail.com

Other contacts
http://phoenicurus.wordpress.com/
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
X Education to sustainable
X
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X Job service
X Migrants
service
Elderly
X Neighbourhoo X Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify) EXISTING
Other (specify) PERMACULTURE
CONSUMER COOPERATIVES AND
ORGANIC MARKET GARDENERS
DESCRIPTION

The consumer cooperative “cardedeu autosuficient” burst into life in the autumn of 2010, with the express
desire from the outset to source food as locally and organically as possible, and to seek to support small
producers and innovative projects, and to establish strong, direct contacts between the consumers and
producers.
As founding members of the group – we ourselves are, after all, consumers too – we had the great fortune to
be able to offer our organic produce for the weekly vegetable boxes. Only a couple of months previously we
had decided to expand our garden with a view to commercialising, and making a small, but sustainable, living.
The creation of cardedeu autosuficient therefore offered exactly what we as small-scale producers would
have wished:
A group of consumers, all from the same town, whom we know personally;
A group of consumers committed to the ethical principles behind the project;
A group of consumers desiring fresh, local, organic produce;
A group of consumers prepared to receive “closed” vegetable boxes i.e. without choice – every box
contains whatever there is to harvest in the garden that particular week;
A centralised collection point – only 900 metres from the garden (almost, but not quite “kilometre
zero”) – meaning minimal transport, especially so as over 90% of the consumers collect on foot or by
bike;
A sharing of tasks – on a rota basis, the cooperative members compile the vegetable boxes; manage
correspondence, including the entry of new members; maintain the collection point; organise
workshops and other activities; publicise the group’s existence and ethos etc.;
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The knowledge that all the harvest is essentially sold in advance (unlike the vagaries of a weekly
market for example);
The opportunity to increase the consumers’ awareness of the seasonality of the produce, and to
incorporate some lesser known crops into the diet;
The opportunity, through visits to the garden, to further increase the consumers’ knowledge of, and
contact with, their food;
the opportunity to keep consumers informed on a regular basis of the progress of the crops and other
key tasks, and to explain why something may be cropping too early, too late, in too much quantity or
not enough.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
From the very beginning we desired our project – phoenicurus – which in essence is horticultural, to have a
strong social dimension – we wanted potential consumers to have the sensation that the garden is as much
theirs as ours, and thus to remove the barrier of ignorance which normally exists between producers and
consumers in an industrial system with many intermediaries.
Our inspiration for this type of approach is primarily instinctive, but also reinforced by our knowledge of
permaculture theory, which has as its fundamental concepts care of the earth and care of people. By people it
is understood not only the persons directly working the land, but also the “consumers” who enjoy the benefits
of the harvest.
The creation of cardedeu autosuficient jointly enabled us to achieve this – the consumers know who is
growing their food, where, and how. They have been able to discover the importance of the seasons, and
understand that not everything can be cultivated all year round. We, as producers, are able to explain directly
to the consumers – whether written or spoken – what we are doing, when, how and why. Thus a mututal trust
is fostered, and both parties participate in a shared, enriching experience.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
When conceiving cardedeu autosuficient, the french system of “amaps” and the british “csas” were used as
basic models. The idea of a long-term commitment on behalf of the consumers, who buy the complete harvest
in advance, and thereby share the risks which normally the grower has to assume alone, is in itself highly
innovative in catalunya, and may even be the only example of such a project there.
Apart from those facets, the group unanimously wanted the fresh produce to be sourced as locally and
organically as possible, which is precisely what we as growers could offer. Returning to the influence of
permaculture, and its idea of minimising external resources and achieving closed cycles, we also produce all
our own compost; save seeds for a very high percentage of crops – as well as cultivating evermore local
heritage varieties; and prepare our own seedlings. Incidentally, in order to produce its own flour, as a group
we also sowed
A field of organic spelt, of which the subsequent straw is now mulching the garden. This initiative also enabled
us to organise an activity to learn how to scythe and make sheaves.
As the name suggests, cardedeu autosuficient also endeavours to take cooperativism one step further, and
“relearn” traditional skills to improve the self-sufficiency of all, benefiting first and foremost the knowledge
which members already possess. Although the transition town movement is only just beginning to reach
catalunya, this way of thinking echoes a lot its philosophy, and the cooperative acts as a de facto transition
group here. In the garden too, we hope to demonstrate, for example by foregoing machinery, that alternative
food production is not only possible, but healthier for us and the land.
STEP BY STEP
Here in cardedeu, our project phoenicurus, and the idea to create a consumer group were born more or less
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simultaneously, and the two initiatives have essentially developed in tandom. Thanks to other previously
existing groups (e.g. Horts vitals), there was already a fairly established network of people in the town with
similar concerns and desires. Through word-of-mouth, and a public launch meeting, it proved relatively easy
to achieve the quorum of families needed to make cardedeu autosuficient a reality.
Subsequent steps involved monthly assemblies to define the group’s ideology and aims on one hand, and on
the other to decide practical aspects such as what format the box scheme would have; when, where, how
much etc. Various commissions were created in order to deal with specific themes. These were:
+ sourcing of other (non-horticultural) products;
+ legal and economic matters;
+ internal administration;
+ activities and events organisation
As growers, our responsibilities are:
+ crop planning – which varieties; when to sow; which quantities etc. To ensure that we are able to supply
boxes throughout the whole year;
+ all horticultural tasks – sowing; transplanting; caring; harvesting etc.;
+ transporting the harvest to the collection point;
+ communication – written (e-mails and blog); presence at distribution of boxes; participation in all assemblies
(both as consumers and producers);
+ organisation of activities – monthly “open doors”; other one-off events related to the garden and its cycles.
In our case, everything was more or less initiated from scratch, but it would be possible to create a similar
dynamic and relationship in other ways:
+ an existing group of consumers could identify and approach a local, organic market gardener and propose
this type of model;
+ a grower could, with existing customers, propose that they group themselves into a cooperative with these
principles.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
As far as the consumers were concerned, a very small handful of individuals had previously been members of
other cooperatives, and therefore were able to make suggestions and recommendations. Advice was also
sought from other existing groups in nearby towns. In general though, it has very much been a case of a
shared journey.
We, as producers, gained our experience through many months of wwoofing, with much of the knowledge on
how to run a market garden being acquired during six months at one particular farm in wales. What can not be
overlooked though is the necessity of good communicative skills, as ultimately, a lot of our task is educational
as we seek to increase awareness of the fundamental importance of good, healthy, seasonal food. Gardening
also requires patience and observation.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
The beauty of such direct contact between growers and consumers is that evaluation as such is an organic
ongoing process realised for example through conversations when the boxes are collected. Inevitably, e-mail is
also used, and the regular assemblies also offer an opportunity to exchange views. To ensure that everybody
has a more formal procedure to express their opinions on every aspect of the vegetable boxes, we have sent
round a questionnaire towards the end of each season (april and october).
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Name of the community garden

PHOENICURUS

55/ WEB OF LIFE: A TOOL TO INTRODUCE
PERMACULTURE

Type of tool

Name and role

Activity
X Training
Methodolog X Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

X Contact
person

Phone
E-mail

GISELA MIR-VIADER;
ORGANIC HORTICULTURALIST
+34 66 33 59 493
hort.phoenicurus@gmail.com

Other contacts
http://phoenicurus.wordpress.com/
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
X
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify) PERMACULTURE
DESCRIPTION
To introduce the general concept of permaculture to a group, we use this simple activity which consists of
assigning different “elements” to each person, which have to find links with others (and a reason for the link)
and pass a ball of string accordingly.
As each element potentially has links with many of the others, the final result is the equivalent of a large,
chaotic spider's web, but one which demonstrates the strength of a diverse inter-related system.
As far as the “elements” are concerned, we tend to use ones with a horticultural slant – bees, water, compost,
vegetables etc. – but the subject matter could easily be amended depending on the group e.g. a cityscape –
school, library, town hall, shops.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
We tend to utilise this activity at the very beginning of a course, partly as an ice-breaker, but primarily to
demonstrate visually many of the key concepts in permaculture, such as the way in which one element in the
system can fulfil various functions; and likewise, that one function can be carried out by various elements.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Apart from encouraging interaction amongst the students right from the outset of a course, we hope that this
activity portrays in a practical way some of the ideas which otherwise would be abstract theory. It also serves
as a good foundation, and is often referred to in subsequent sessions of the course, for example, when
considering aspects of design.
STEP BY STEP
- Have prepared sufficient namecards for each student. As the idea is to create a strong web with many
links, if there are six students or fewer, each can have two cards;
- Seat the group in a circle and distribute the cards;
- The students can briefly read out their roles, in case any clarification is required;
- Give the end of the string to one person, and ask them to find a connection with another member of
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-

the group, justify the connection, and pass the ball of string to that other person;
(if necessary, one of the teachers can assist with the passing of the string);
The activity continues until the ball of string is exhausted. Evidently connections can not be repeated,
but of course the string can go to the same person several times, if it comes from different places.

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Sufficient knowledge of the subject matter to be able to facilitate the activity and perhaps to provide hints and
assistance as the game develops and it becomes more difficult to find new connections.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Evaluation tends to be informal, relating to the students' understanding and satisfaction with the courses as a
whole.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Name of the community garden

26/NATIONAL GARDEN SCHEME

GARDENS OPEN FOR
CHARITY
Type of tool
Activity
X Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
X Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

William Croggan
01872 530499

Other contacts
http://www.ngs.org.uk
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

X Job service
X Migrants
service
Elderly
X Neighbourhoo X Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
X
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
People open their own gardens to the public for a small fee through the National Garden Scheme. All monies
raised go to charity
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
To raise money for charities; to improve gardening practice and skills; to give people inspiration for their own
gardens
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
It’s fun; social activity; transfer of information; focus for the gardeners; intergenerational mixing; promotes
cohesion - sometimes a few neighbours get together and open gardens as a group
STEP BY STEP
You need a reasonably well-cared for garden to show people, it can be big or small
Register with the national scheme, as they will help you to organize the opening
If there is no national scheme, why not set up your own scheme with your friends or other people in
the community. You could advertise locally and set up a group, choose a charity to support and set
the dates for your openings.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Can you answer yes to any of the following questions:
Is your garden interesting? Is the planting and/or design attractive? Is your garden well maintained?
Can you offer refreshments if required? Do you enjoy talking about your garden?
Are you ready for a fun day? If so, then you have the ideal garden to open…
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
There’s no formal evaluation for this kind of activity. People just have fun and enjoy exchanging information
about gardening.
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Name of the community garden

27/GARDEN IN A BAG

GREEN 16, NEWHAM,
EAST LONDON
Type of tool
Activity
X Training
Methodolog X Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
X Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

X

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
X Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
X Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

X

X Job service
Migrants
service
Elderly
Neighbourhoo X Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
d
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Urban / community gardens in large hessian bags
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gardening/gardenprojects/8746555/The-vegetable-garden-in-a-bag.html
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Easy access gardening if no green spaces available
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
Innovative way of gardening if you only have a tarmac surface or small space
STEP BY STEP

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
A good way of introducing gardening to the urban environment
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Name of the community garden

GROUNDWORK
SOUTHWEST
HORTICULTURAL
HEALING PROJECT
Type of tool
Activity
X Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

28/VARY YOUR ACTIVITIES

X

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Deb Hoskin, Supervisor
07816841126
deb.hoskin@groundwork.org.uk

Other contacts
none
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

x

X
x

X Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The best practice that we can recommend is to have a constant variation of types of activities available to
participants. This ensures that there will always be a task that someone can do regardless of their needs and
abilities and the varying circumstances arising during the day.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
As a garden organiser, working with people, of differing ages, abilities, disabilities, varying physical, mental
and emotional health issues, this tool helps you to; provide opportunity for each to development, achieve and
enjoy; it supports you to cope with situations as they may arise, including any behavioral challenges or the
weather, or peoples various speeds. There is always something to do and something to achieve for each.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
It simplifies the work of being able to support each individual well, especially providing time to give emotional,
behavioural support. Empathy is key and so good on the spot organization gives space to meet peoples needs.
It can help to diffuse difficult situations, for example; if you have 2 people who do not get on well with each
other they can each have a different task, or changing tasks quickly may promote group cohesion.
It provides variety and the participants have the opportunity to learn lots of different aspects of gardening.
STEP BY STEP
Look at your garden space and recognize all the different tasks that can be done; for those who are strong, ill,
physically disabled, weakened by medication, mentally challenged, emotionally upset, down or angry,
someone who wants to do something pretty, some hard labor, young people who might just want to cut back,
dig, keep changing (ADHD), Autism, people who might want to photograph or paint, design. Look at all the
different possibilities, be aware of your garden and all that can be done at all times, then you can change and
choose on the spot, as needed. Be prepared for any eventuality….
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COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Empathy and openness, unconditional positive regard, non judgement, knowledge of garden tasks, creativity
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
It’s a non-evaluated practice
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GERMANY
Name of the community garden

29/INTERKULTURELLE GÄRTEN

INTERCULTURAL
GARDEN
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Carla Villcock
Kulturbund@web.de

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x Horticultural therapy

x
x

x

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Intercultural gardens.
In this concept the intercultural learning, international understanding and integration is central.
For more than ten years the intercultural gardens enrich the immigration country Germany. Germans and
immigrants of distinct social milieus and lifestyles encounter in the intercultural gardens. During the joint
farming of land in the middle of town new connections and affiliations are developed.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
Gardening and leisure activities in the specially created Intercultural Gardens are meant to promote social
contacts between refugees, immigrants and natives. The Intercultural Gardens aim to achieve that the
proclaimed solidarity with war and political refugees can be strengthened through day-to-day contacts with
refugees and immigrants.
Another goal is to motivate refugees and immigrants to become active and to participate. Gardens are seen as
an ideal location because immigrants and refugees often come from small farming communities and were
unable to exercise their farming knowledge in Germany.
The Intercultural Gardens consist of plots on which vegetables and herbs - including herbs of the immigrants'
countries of origin - can be grown. In addition there are jointly used places for children, community events and
meetings.
Activities in the gardens are also seen as a foundation for further activities. For example, vocational orientation
and integration in the areas of garden design and environmental protection through visits and internships in
businesses of these sectors. Social integration is promoted through neighbourly help and family care, teaching
of the German language, help in contacting educational institutions as well as documentation and public
relations.
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Name of the community garden

30/NACHBARSCHAFTSBRUNCH

ROJEKTHAUS
POTSDAM
BABELSBERG
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Christin Zschoge-Meile
+49 (0)331 70 47 66 80
christin@foerderverein-inwole.de

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x Horticultural therapy

x
x

x

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
We organize a monthly neighborhood brunch directly in the garden. It is a bring with brunch, that means
everybody has to bring with something for the brunch, especially homemade food.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- to bring the neighborhood closer together
- to talk about gardening (How does the neighbor work in his garden?)
- to talk about subsistence
- with music or talk and having brunch together
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- it brings the people of the neighborhood closer together
- the people get suggestions what they can make by themselves
- it has a nice and relaxed ambiance
STEP BY STEP
- Open to all garden visitors
- Advertising
- Announcement of a special highlight
- Possibility to get involved (voluntary work in the garden)
- Possibility to have talks in a pleasant ambiance
- Provide drinks / buffet
- afterwards cleaning an tidying up
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
How to organize an event.
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EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
Have a meeting afterward.
It depends on the weather (if the weather is good many people will come).
Tested in different gardens.
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Name of the community garden

BERLIN
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighborhood

31/SPONSORSHIP FOR PLANTERS
Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanization
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
District of Berlin: Prenzlauer Berg / Street: Oderberger Straße
In the course of road construction a citizens’ group and the city council made an agreement for the further
design of the pavement.
The city council provided 55 mobile planters. The citizens founded an incorporated society (“Bürgersteig e.V.”)
which organise the care of the planters.
The city council is still the owner of the planters and pays the bill for water.
The inhabitants can create the planters according to their own wishes but have to pay the plants.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- increase of biodiversity (biotope for insects)
- optic effects (embellishment of the urban district)
- increase of the sense of responsibility for the urban district
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- With less money the inhabitants can create a garden direct in front of their house.
- In a big city (which tends to be anonymous) inhabitants have a better chance to come in contact with their
neighbors.
STEP BY STEP

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
An association of inhabitants is necessary, because the tool is only appropriate for large areas (a street, a
square ...) and requires negotiations with the city council.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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Name of the community garden

32/SPONSORSHIP FOR TREE PITS

BEZIRKSAMT
CHARLOTTENBURGWILMERSDORF VON
BERLIN
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):

It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Name and role
Phone
E-mail
Contact
person

Bezirksamt Berlin

Other contacts

http://www.berlin.de/bacharlottenburgwilmersdorf/org/gruenflaechen/patensc
haft-fuer-eine-baumscheibe.html
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
x Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x
Horticultural therapy

Leisure activity

x

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Tree pit = area around the trunk base.
In Berlin the pits along public roads are in ownership of the city. Often these pits are in a bad condition
(compacted soil, polluted by dirt). The inhabitants are asked by the city council to pour the trees and to plant
the pits.
The borough office advises (if desired) which plants are useful.
In addition some boroughs close a contract with the gardener. Advantage of such a contract: a rapid problem
solving is possible (if inappropriate plants were used, if further instructions are needed, ...).
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- improvement of the soil (reduced desiccation, aerated soil, ...)
- increase of biodiversity (biotope for insects)
- optic effects (embellishment of the urban district)
- increase of the sense of responsibility for the urban district
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- With less money the inhabitants can create a garden direct in front of their house.
- In a big city (which tends to be anonymous) inhabitants have a better chance to come in contact with their
neighbors.

STEP BY STEP
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- Selection of a pit
- Selection of appropriate plants (if needed: after consulting with the borough office)
- Contract with the borough office (not necessary but recommended)
- If needed replacement of the top soil layer (without injury of the roots of the tree!!)
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Knowledge which plants are appropriate.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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Name of the community garden

47/INSECT HOTEL

PROJEKTHAUS POTSDAM
BABELSBERG
Type of tool

Name and
role

Activity

x

Methodology

Training
Document

Other (specify):

Contact
person

Christin Zschoge-Meile

Phone

0331-7047 6680

E-mail

christin@foerderverein-inwole.de

Other
contacts

http://www.foerdervereininwole.de/

It can be addressed to...

It deals with the following topics...

All

x

School

Intercultural
dialogue

Intergenerational dialogue

Children

X

Institution

Gender Equality

Fight against poverty

Youngsters

Social service

Sustainable
Consumption

Education to sustainable
development

Adults

Job service

Sustainable
Urbanisation

Women

Migrants
service

Health promotion

Social cohesion

Elderly

Neighbourhood

Horticultural
therapy

Leisure activity

Other (specify)

x

x

Socio-professional training

x

Other (specify)

DESCRIPTION
Through human activities, many habitats of insects have been reduced or destroyed (removal of
dead trees in the forests, building facades without gaps, farming with monocultures and pesticides,
removal of hedges at field boundaries, ...).
With insects hotels a habitat for these animals can be provided. Because different species of insects
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have different demands on their nests, various materials are used. The more different materials are
used, the more insect species will inhabit the hotel.

AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- Many different insects will be offered a habitat.
- The insects are useful for the garden (pollination of the plants, eating of plant lice).
- Many people still have prejudices against insects. These prejudices can be reduced during the
construction process and the subsequent maintenance of such an insect hotel.

WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- For the construction many materials can be used which are already available in the garden.
- A low-cost construction is possible.
- Technical skills can be trained.
- Because the necessary working steps are not complicated, children can participate at the
construction of the hotel.

STEP BY STEP
- Selection of a location: a sunny and warm place that is protected from wind and rain + close to
herbs, trees and rich flowering plants.
- Construction of a box of untreated timbers and / or boards (walls, floor boards, roof).
- Fill the compartments with different materials: brick, straw, reed mats, logs, mud with holes, trunk
discs with drilled holes, twigs.
This work should be completed before the beginning of spring!

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Information which insects needs which materials for their nests.

EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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Name of the community garden

48/POTATO TOWER

PROJEKTHAUS
POTSDAM
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Angelique Walter
+49 (0)331 70 47 66 80
angelique@foerderverein-inwole.de

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
x Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy

x
x

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
The potato tower is a type of a raised bed.
Basic principle: In the course of the year at the same time with the growth of the potato plant soil is filled in
the construction.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- Increase of the crop yield.

WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- The potato tower (consisting of several layers) can be built with leftover materials (wood, metal, stone,
plastic, car tires).
- With an appropriate design and adequate material the tower can be used for several years.
- The principle (filling up the earth according to the plant growth) can also be transferred to bins or sacks.
STEP BY STEP
Construction of a tower: Positioning the first layer (drainage holes must be existing) and providing additional
layers.
In the spring a pregerminated potatoe is placed into the first layer of soil. Then, when the haulm is grown
maximum 15 cm from the soil, the next construction layer is placed above. The new layer is filled up with soil.
This can be repeated several times throughout the year.
For the harvest the tower will be disassembled layer by layer.
If bins or sacks were used, they will be simply tipped over.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
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- Selection of appropriate material and developing of a suitable construction, so the potato tower can be used
as often as possible.
- Production of a suitable soil.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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Name of the community garden

49/SEED BOMBS

PROJEKTHAUS
POTSDAM
Type of tool
Activity
x Training
Methodolog
Document
y
Other (specify):
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women
Elderly

Job service
Migrants
service
Neighbourhoo
d

Contact
person

Name and role
Phone
E-mail

Angelique Walter
+49 (0)331 70 47 66 80
angelique@foerderverein-inwole.de

Other contacts
It deals with the following topics...
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable Consumption
Education to sustainable
development
Sustainable Urbanisation
Socio-professional training
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

Horticultural therapy

x

Leisure activity

Other (specify)
Other (specify)
DESCRIPTION
Seed bombs are used as a method of sowing. This technique was developed by the Japanese Masanobu
Fukuoka after World War II. In the 70s it gained worldwide recognition in the permaculture. Often this form of
sowing is used by the Guerilla Gardeners.
AIMS AND OUTCOMES
- Introduction to topics such as "Guerilla Gardening" and "permaculture".
- As a form of practical gardening it is suitable for the relaxation of rather theoretical seminars (fun factor).
- Embellishment of the city by sowing in suitable locations.
WHAT MAKES IT A GOOD PRACTICE OR TOOL?
- The collective production and sowing helps to meet fellow gardeners and increases the group cohesion.
- Seed bombs can be given away or sold as an advertising medium (eg bombs in bags marked with the symbol
of the garden).
- The production can be very cheap (use of self-produced compost and self-collected seeds).
STEP BY STEP
Seed bombs are made of clay, compost, seeds in the ratio 5: 3: 1.
These ingredients are mixed (with water added) and formed into small balls (about 4cm in diameter). Then the
balls have to dry 1 - 2 days.
For seeding a lay down at the selected site is sufficient. As long as the ball is dry, the seeds will remain
protected from birds. After a moistening by rain, the ball will soak with water and the seeds begin to
germinate.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
For the production no special skills are required. It is only necessary to provide the ingredients (clay, compost,
seeds, water) and a work table.
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Because not all seeds flourish equally well everywhere, the seed selection must be adjusted to the selected
location. Therefore, knowledge of the needs of the plants are necessary.
EVALUATION How do you normally evaluate the outcomes of this tool?
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ITALY
Name of the community garden

Contact person
Telephone

AMICI DELLA TERRAMONTEVERDE

Name and surname
E-mail
Facebook
Skype

33/DANCES
DEDICATED TO THE
SEEDS, TO THE
GROWTH AND THE
ENERGY OF THE
TREES, FLOWERS
AND PLANTS
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

+39 06 5818887
+39 3924307309
mariacossu@yahoo.it

MARIA ANTONIETTA
COSSU

x

It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable
Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X
X

X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The practice was born with the initiative of saving from a state of degrade little urban areas and transforming
them in educational gardens with the involvement of elder people, youngsters, children and people with
social difficulties.
Our method consists in associating the art and creativity to a manual work, accompanying the planting with
dances dedicated to the energies of the plants and of the trees. You also do basket weave from the little
branches cut from the trees.
The earth is very generous, it can offer us fruits and flowers, it only needs care. It is important to transmit the
love for the earth, the respect for nature and the old knowledge. We can do this through music and dances
creating tuning and harmony between the man and the vegetal world. The music helps the plants to grow.
There is always a magical aura that every garden sets free.
Through dancing in a circle the esoteric language of the nature can be perceived, making visible relations,
sympathies and antipathies between the plants.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X.
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
- Gardening together with discovering the esoteric language of the garden
- Teaching about the nature and its importance through experiencing the specific dances of the plants
- Creating a friendly context to social exchanges and intergenerational or intercultural interactions
- Support therapy through dances and the direct contact with the nature
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OUTCOMES
- Learning the specific dances and the characteristics of the plants that they refer to
- Development of a sense of responsibility and connection with the nature
- Good intergenerational and intercultural dialogue
- Enhancing social cohesion
- Dance and nature therapy
- Saving a land in a state of degrade
STEP BY STEP
Defined moments of the workshop:
 Telling the story of the dance, showing and explaining the meaning of its movements. Some dances
mime the different phases of the seed and plant growth having the role of transmitting energy to the
plants. There simpler dances, adapted to the children (“The cabbage and the caterpillar”) and there are
more complex dances with a higher spiritual and meditative character.
 Explaining the basic steps of the dance and repeating them for a couple of times: the group starts to
harmonize
 Performing the dance: the flow of energy that the plants absorb is generated and transmitted
Notes:
The participants need to let themselves be taken by the flow, experiencing the energy of the plants
through the dances. They do not need to have dancing skills; everybody can learn to perform these dances.
The movements are usually simple to learn. What it is important is to follow the rhythm of the music and the
energy created by the circle.
The music and the dance are universal and so there are no problems of their transferability in other
contexts or countries.
The dances dedicated to the flowers and to the trees are many. It is a matter of choice in base of the
plants existing in a determinate place.
Little time dedicated to teach the dances to children it is not enough for them to learn and understand the
dance, causing confusion especially if they are many in the group.
Materials and other elements needed: a CD reader, an open wide space(because most of the dances are
performed in a circle)
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?


 Analysis of participants’ emotions that normally pass from initial
Little time at disposal to teach
tensions to a state of calm and joy: the participants feel the
the
dances
to
children:
connection with the nature.
sometimes it is difficult to teach a
 The participants learn particularities about plants and their lifecycle
dance to children in little time
through the dances.
and confusion can be created if
 The responsibility towards the environment is enhanced.
they are many.

Good communication and exchanges in the group
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Previous knowledge and experience of the dances that characterize the specific plants
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Name of the community garden

Contact person
Telephone

AMICI DELLA TERRAMONTEVERDE

Name and surname

34/A SENSORIAL,
OLFACTORY AND
TACTILE PATH FOR
BLIND PEOPLE
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

Job service

MARIA ANTONIETTA
COSSU

x

E-mail
Facebook
Skype

+39 06 5818887
+39 3924307309
mariacossu@yahoo.it
Maria Antonietta cossu

It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
X Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X
X
X

Migrants
X
service
Elderly
Health service
Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) : Disabled people
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
This practice was born when we experienced the therapeutic and integration power that the nature has.
We created sensorial paths with activities dedicated to blind people (the tactile path) but also to all the
possible visitors of the garden including blind people (the olfactory path).
The sensorial paths are prepared in collaboration with Sahad, a blind Egyptian friend who loves nature and
who grew up near the agricultural territories of the Nile delta.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X.
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
- To support social inclusion through educational activities connected with the garden
- To promote communication, social interaction and cohesion
- To promote environmental education
The educational garden is a place where you can learn about nature but also a place where relationships
can be build. It welcomes people with or without disabilities.
OUTCOMES
- Interesting educational pastimes, for children especially who can participate in different contests (for
example guessing the biggest number of herbs)
- A welcoming context that facilitates the communication and interactions between different people:
children, adults, elderly, people with disabilities, enhancing social cohesion
- An educational context where everybody can learn about nature in a non-formal way
STEP BY STEP
This practice is formed of 2 sensorial paths:
The olfactory path: directed to all the visitors of the garden (including blind people) that are invited to feel
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the scent from jars containing aromatic herbs and identify the plants by connecting the numbers of the jars
with the names of the plants mentioned on a given list.
The jars with perforated covers containing leafs of aromatic plants will be lined up on a shelf.
Each jar will have a number in Braille written on it.
Each participant will receive the list with all the plants the jars may contain.
The participants will have to identify each plant by its sent, matching the name of the plants on the list with
the numbers written on the jars.
Materials needed: leafs of aromatic plants, dark jars with perforated covers (the cans from the photographic
films can be used), printed copies of the list of plants.
The tactile path: directed to blind people. Includes the recognition of plants and seeds.
The path can be followed in two ways:
A. The participants will get to know different plants (aromatic herbs and vegetables) using touch and reading
their description on specially prepared booklets written in Braille.
For this activity the plants should be strictly lined up in bowls, pools or flowerbeds placed at a height of at
least 40 cm from the ground. The path has to clean of any elements that could produce physical harms.
Plasticized boards, aluminum panels or cards with the number or the common name of the plants written in
Braille will be placed on a flat table or on a bamboo cane, 80 cm high from the trample level.
Each blind person will receive a printed booklet in Braille with the names and numbers of the various plants,
the botanical descriptions, characteristics and use, stories and legends. In this way the blind person gain
pleasant hours of autonomy in the garden, no need from the help of his/her escort.
Those who will become frequent visitors of the garden will receive a small flower bed where he or she will be
able to plant his/her own garden.
B. The participants will have to touch seeds of vegetables and cereals and rehears their recognition.
The seeds are put in little baskets that have cards with the names of the seeds in Braille tied to them. The
path is organized in a manner that give complete autonomy to the blind participants.
Materials needed: different plants and seeds; baskets, bowls, pools or flowerbeds; descriptive cards and
booklets written in Braille.
Advice: Attention should be made (especially during the tactile path) to the tools or materials that could
harm the visitors.
The preparation work for the laboratories is done by the staff of the garden in collaboration with Sahad, the
blind Egyptian. The little baskets are created from trimmed branches of the plants and the trees around the
garden.
Both paths can be easily replicated in other contexts.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?


Interactions generated between blind people and people without
Too many people present in the
disabilities.
garden at the same time,
The development of the laboratories in safe conditions and with good
especially if they are group
results. Satisfied participants.
schools.
A context of exchange and inclusion.
The evaluation of the laboratories as formative and interesting
experiences by the participants.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Writing and printing in Braille
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Name of the community garden

ORTO DIDATTICO
CAMPAGNA AMICA
DEL CIRCO MASSIMO
35/FROM THE LAND
TO THE TABLE
Activity

x Method

It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

x Job service

Contact person
Name and surname

DANIELE TAFFON

Telephon
e

E-mail
Facebook
Skype

+39 06 489931
ambiente@campagnamica.it
Daniele Taffon

Type of tool
Documen
x Training
Other (specify):
t
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
x Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
x Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

x Migrants
service
Elderly
x Health service
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
Other (specify) :all the visitors of
Other (specify)
Campagna Amica Farmer’s Market
in the Circo Massimo
BACKGROUND
Campagna Amica Foundation has created an urban garden within the project for the development of
Farmer’s Market (that is a market where farmers can sale their products directly to the public). The garden is
located in the court of the market where people can have a rest or eat the meals made by the Farmer’s
Market’s restaurant. The idea of making the context in which vegetables grow visible creates a link between
the sold products and the work behind them and it increases farmers’ visibility.
The presence of the garden in the area generates awareness among the public on healthy food issues as well
as the importance of sustainable consumption, influencing their decision and their action to buy fresh and
seasonal vegetables and fruits.
Moreover we offer educational activity to the schools who are invited to visit the garden and participate to
the workshops organized by Campagna Amica on sustainable consumption and environmental education.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
x Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
To show what is made of the food we buy. This can make people more interested and preoccupied of
sustainable and healthy food consumption and gets the city closer to the countryside.
As we don’t pick the vegetables but we let them finish their cycle we have the opportunity to show all the
different steps of a plant, its entire life-cycle and natural transformation.
OUTCOMES
The union between a direct sale market, the educational garden and the school. People that come for the
first time in the market are immediately attracted by the garden and they start to be aware of the
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importance of healthy and sustainable food.
STEP BY STEP
1. To identify a Farmer’s Market with direct sale of products
2. To identify an area for the garden
3. To involve one or more farmers in the cultivation of the garden in order to have a responsible for the
management and the taking care of the garden.
4. To get in contact with schools and invite them to visit both the Market and the garden
5. To organize educational projects where the garden is the centre of the activities
6. To panel the area with informative sheet about the project, the vegetables, etc..
7. To use all the possible sustainable and environmental friendly tools for running the garden and the
market (compost, solar panels for the irrigation, not water waste, biological methods for the
cultivation of the garden, for taking care of the biodiversity) and show them to the public.
8. To not pick the vegetables, the plant will grow and die following its life-cycle.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Questionnaires of evaluation
The garden is placed in an open
very positive, significant number
area: this might cause damage
of schools involved as well as
(involuntarily mostly) but it has to
curious visitors with a lot of
be taken into account for the
questions.
management costs.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
The availability of one agronomist, educator, communication responsible and one or more farmers.
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Name of the community garden

CAMPAGNA AMICA
NETWORK OF URBAN
GARDENS
36/YOUR PERSONAL
TRAINER
Activity

Method

It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Elderly
Other (specify) :

Contact person
Name and surname

DANIELE TAFFON

Telephon
e

E-mail
Facebook
Skype

+39 06 489931
ambiente@campagnamica.it
Daniele Taffon

Type of tool
Documen
x Training
X
Other (specify):
t
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
x Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
x Social cohesion
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
Other (specify) : is a service offered to all, it can deal with all the
themes

x
x
x

x

BACKGROUND
CAMPAGNA AMICA has developed an Italian network of urban gardens. Those who are part of it have the
possibility to ask for a personal trainer which follows and helps them during all the steps of the
implementation of the garden. The trainers are farmers associated to Coldiretti, technicians (agronomists) or
retired people that were associated to Coldiretti. The service requires a payment of 50€ for each visit,
otherwise the trainer is available on the phone or present in the Farmer Market of Campagna Amica twice a
week, in these 2 latter situations people who need an advice can go in the Farmer Market and meet the
farmer-trainer or call him and having, for free, the little advice they need. It is in progress also the creation of
a network of nursery enterprises that could offer technical tools for the garden to a good price.
The Coldiretti has developed the service in almost all the Italian regions, the urban gardens belonging to the
network are almost 100 in total; we can find private gardens as well as shared garden.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
x Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
To have a personal trainer allows the creation of more solid urban gardens realities from a technical point of
view. On the other hand the trainer develops his own network of gardeners and he is recognized as an
expert. Also, the service is a real work with which the trainer can earn money for him.
OUTCOMES
After only 6 months from the beginning of the service the requests were multiplied, proving that there is a
real need for a personal trainer, especially for people who start gardening for the first time.
People that have already used the service continue to call the personal trainer for advices and suggestions.
The service is regarded as very useful also because of the possibility to meet the personal trainer or call him
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for little problems. In this way good relationships are built between the gardeners and the trainer. Moreover
this kind of service can become a real work for the trainer that can add an income for himself.
STEP BY STEP
1. To identify farmers or technicians willing to become personal trainers and nursery that can offer to
good prices technical tools for gardening.
2. To create a demonstrative urban garden where people can become curious about the practice of
urban gardening and advertise the service.
3. To organize the human resources compared to the territory extension and the number of adherents.
4. To start a campaign using all possible means of communication informing people about the urban
gardens.
5. To develop and support a network of urban gardens with rules to follow (such as biological
cultivation, sustainable behavior, etc.)
6. To create a clear procedure for being part of the network
THE INTERVENTION OF THE TRAINER:
To establish 4 modules of intervention
1. Preparation of the garden (soil, plants, seeds..)
2. Control of the half-growing of the plants
3. Help in the harvest
4. Extra-module for extra interventions
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Every week there is a new urban
To further spread the practice of
gardens that adheres to the
urban gardening is something still
network and asks for a trainer.
difficult, especially in suburban
The gardens are very different:
areas.
from a garden in a nursing home,
to one on the balcony.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Good communication and advertising. The availability of farmers or technicians to become personal trainers.
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Name of the community garden

PIGNETO’S URBAN
GARDEN
37/THE OPEN SPACE
It can be addressed to...
All
x School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Contact person
Name and surname

Telephon
e

E-mail
fermentiditerra@gmail.com
MICHELA LA PERNA Facebook
FermentidiTerra
web
www.fermentiditerra.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
x
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
x Environmental education
x
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
We asked an association of dog owners who had entrusted the public park Nuccitelli Persiani to free a piece
of land in order to create a shared community garden for common disposal. The little park is in a crowded
square in the Pigneto neighbourhood and everybody can take care of the garden, harvest the vegetables and
participate in any kind of activity/action related to the garden.
There is no formal association, nor a responsible committee. All the decisions are taken by email or Facebook
communication in a collective way. The implementation of the activities is also done collectively.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai
Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The realization and the maintenance of an urban shared garden in a crowded square in the Pigneto
neighbourhood represents a good metaphor of public space participatory management: through the activity
of gardening we have activated a public space with free and open involvement, addressed to the entire
neighbourhood. Indeed, a garden requires a continuous maintenance, the fact that our garden is in an open
public place and everybody can benefit of its vegetables develops consciousness in the community to the
possibility to act directly in the public space, modify it, take care of it by respecting its public function. In this
way the public place becomes the place of each and everybody.
OUTCOMES
The most important result has been the participation of the neighbourhood. The initiative was taken by a
person that using the web as a means for promotion involved several persons in the activities. Next people
started to participate in an active way by establishing an open and shared work method: this has contributed
to make the community aware of the possibility to act from the bottom for the common and public
environment. The practice of gardening has favoured the establishment of a network of social relationships,
built a common identity and facilitated experience sharing: these elements create the structure of a liveable,
lively and dense neighbourhood in which the inhabitants can recognise themselves.
The shared gardening with organic and biological methods has developed the reflection about a sustainable
approach regarding food production and nutrition in general, both in people that play an active part in the
garden and in the “observers” of the activities, the neighbourhood inhabitants.
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Moreover, through the urban garden, this small tool, people reflect on the common space concept and on
the “strange” fact that vegetables are to the disposal of all.
At the end of March some inhabitants of the neighbourhood planted tomatoes in the garden and another
urban garden gave us some plants as a present.
STEP BY STEP
The first step is the REALIZATION OF THE GARDEN:
Giving an appointment to the neighbourhood by internet and flyers: these are means of communication that
can reach many people, also people interested in doing a garden.
Choosing a date and organise a collective open day for creating the urban garden.
It is possible that nobody come, but it also possible that 10-15 people come and among them, for sure, there
are some who could be very interested.
The second step is thinking about THE LENGTH OF THE GARDEN:
Take some precautions in order to create a long-lasting urban garden in a public open space, as bringing
organic material in a park with a soil not much fertile, as the case of Pigneto’s urban garden.
Protect the garden from dogs by creating a net and put up paper signs with simple instructions on how to
take care of the garden written on. People who pass by or who lives there may have the wish to try gardening
in that open piece of land or at least they will respect the garden.
Search for organic methods in order to fertilize the soil: the dung, natural fertilizers or a bed of cardboard.
The third step is to start RECOGNISE THE GARDEN:
When it is time to pick up the vegetables, it is possible to organise a small neighbourhood party where
vegetables are offered to the people.
Moreover the practice of putting up sign paper with instructions about the taking care of the garden gives
knowledge to people on how to garden and how to take care of the urban garden, passing the idea that it is a
common good.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?


Numerous people that play an active part in taking care of the garden,
Some acts of vandalism or
Numerous contacts both in the neighborhood and on the internet,
negligence,
The fact that the inhabitants of the neighborhood take care of the plants Bad state of health of the plants.
The care and the maintenance of the space
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
The necessary competences are:
Knowledge about gardening and how to create a garden, by direct experience or indirect knowledge, at least
from one of the member of the group, the others will learn with the practice.
Other suggestions could be the continuous research, exchange of information with other realities and to
believe in what you are doing.
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Name of the community garden

PIGNETO’S URBAN
GARDEN
38/THE GARDEN IN
THE KINDERGARTEN
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Contact person
Name and surname

Telephon
e

E-mail
fermentiditerra@gmail.com
FermentidiTerra
MICHELA LA PERNA Facebook
web
www.fermentiditerra.it
It deals with the following themes...
x Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
x Environmental education
x
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
x Social cohesion

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The practice aims to stimulate the learning of pre-school aged children through educational activities that
increase the care for the environment.
The laboratory is divided in two parts:
1. There are practical educational activities that stimulate the contact with the natural elements and
teach about the relationship between cultivation – production – nutrition.
2. With the help of children’s parents, a garden is realised and managed further on with the children, by
experiencing the concrete practice of gardening and concepts like ecological cycle, ecosystem,
metabolism.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
Invol x Trai x Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
Through direct experience and experimentation, children discover and get familiarized with:
- Flavours, colours, smells, sounds
- Shapes, growth, transformation
- Water, land, air, humidity, drought
- Tools, utensils and materials (only for children’s use)
- The feeling of waiting
The main aim is to help children understand concepts like ecological cycle, ecosystem, metabolism, the
respect for the nature and to give them knowledge about rural environment and culture, since they don’t
normally have the possibility to be in contact with this reality.
OUTCOMES
The results with most impact registered in this first phase of the activities is the enthusiasm, passion and
interest showed by the children. Through play and practical activities they understand the relation between
the seed and the plant, the cycle of the seeding, the watering and the sprout; the love and care that the
agricultural production requires and therefore the respect for what we eat.
STEP BY STEP
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THE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES WITH THE CHILDREN:
Materials:
- water colours, washable
- wax crayons
- white paper (50x70)
- wooden fruits crates
- pots
- spreads and rakes for children
- a watering can that sprays
- vegetables for making stamps
- seeds (preferably big and visible seeds like legumes)
The activities:
GREEN FINGER: To introduce children to the gardening activity, we paint children’s fingers with green colour.
The green fingers will become stamps to sign the white papers.
VEGETABLES TIMBRES: Find vegetables as fennel, salad, onion, pepper and radicchio, split them in two parts
and put some colours on one side. Then stamp the vegetable stamp on your white paper!
THE SEEDING: To realise a small seedbed to hold in the school room.
Each step is explained in writing in a very simple way for the children that do the activity.
1. Touching the hearth with the hands in order to understand the consistency and how it’s made
2. Touching the seeds and playing with them
3. Putting some hearth in a pot and creating a hole for the seed with the wax crayon
4. Covering the seed with other hearth and spraying some water
All the pots are put in the wooden fruits crakes for a better transportability and they are watered by children
every day during school time.
THE REALISATION OF THE GARDEN:
The realization is still ongoing.
Some parents cleaned up from weeds a piece of land in the school garden and they covered the area with
cardboard to avoid the re-growth of the weed. Next month there will be an event where parents with their
children and the help of FERMENTI DI TERRA will bed out some biological plants and the plants seeded by the
children.
In general the active involvement of parents is needed in order to enlarge the beneficiaries of the activities.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?


Children’s interest, fun and passion.
Boredom, lack of understanding
The understanding of the meaning of the activities
and
no
interest
showed
The stories about the laboratory told by the children to their parents and sometimes by the children: in this
to the teachers
case the best way is to find other
The passion and fun shown by the teachers and the group members
ways of involvement.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
The necessary competences are:
Knowledge about gardening and on how to create a garden, through direct experience or indirect knowledge,
at least from one of the group members; the others will learn by doing.
Other suggestions: continuous research, exchange of information with other realities and believing in what
you are doing.
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

IL FIORE DEL DESERTO

Name and surname

Phone

Luigi: +39 06 41400163/

39/AGROCLUB

LUIGI NOVELLI
(Garden)
Association Silvicultura
agrocultura paesaggio

E-mail

novelli.fioredeldeserto@gmail.com
paolinellifrancosap@libero.it

It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Faceboo
k
Web

www.ilfioredeldeserto.it /
www.citta.campagna.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion

X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The Agroclub of the garden ‘Il fiore del deserto’ represents one of the first examples of this agroclub model in
Italy, we have been the first to implement it.
The Agroclub model allows the owner of a cultivable piece of land to give it into adoption to external people
who want to carry out gardening activities for leisure time but also for didactical or therapeutic purposes.
People who get in touch with the Community Fiore del Deserto can rent a plot of 25/30 m 2, in exchange of a
monthly fee that covers the milling of the land, the irrigation system by drops, gardening tools (hoe, spade,
etc..). The renting/adoption lasts for 6 months in order to allow the preparation of the soil for spring time and
autumn.
In addition to the plot, the gardeners can benefit from a green area close to the garden in which they can
spend free time with their friends or families also having meals (upon request).
The gardeners engage themselves to follow some simple rules established thorough an agreement between
them and ‘Il Fiore del Deserto’.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai
Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
Through the Agroclub the Community ‘Il Fiore del Deserto’ has identified a new way of social intervention
that supports educational activities. The Agroclub was born in order to connect the community with
associations, cooperatives and social enterprises dealing with the culture of sustainability and that promote
social activities.
Moreover the Agroclub encourages its guests to experience gardening making them aware of the importance
of natural cycles and time.
OUTCOMES
The Agroclub model, by promoting an intergenerational dialogue in a protected environment, has aroused
the interest of social sectors and has increased the involvement of people in community activities by
establishing positive, durable and supportive relationships between them and the guests of the community.
The Agroclub doesn’t produce a considerable income for the Community but it has developed therapeutic
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benefits for its guests who started to take care of the plants; at the same time the gardeners have become
more involved in the Community projects and activities.
STEP BY STEP
- To find the owner of a land interested in opening an Agroclub with a pool hall (refreshment bar,
restaurant, etc.) wherever is possible
- To organize the area to create the garden, the plots, the irrigation system and the gardening tools
- To write the internal regulations to which the gardeners have to agree
- To advertise about the agroclub
- To try to involve the gardeners in the projects run by the Community.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



The
continuation
of
the Turnover of the gardeners
Irregularity of the gardening
experience after 2 years
activities that oblige the guests of
The involvement of the guests in
the community to take care of
gardening activities and at the
the garden.
same time the involvement of
No network of the Agroclub:
the gardeners in the Community
though it is a registered
activities and projects
trademark there is no structured
federation.

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Traditional knowledge about gardening but also experience and knowledge in social and educational services.
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

ORTI URBANI
GARBATELLA

Name and surname

E-mail
Facebook
Web

40/THE JAPANESE
GARDEN
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Telephon
e

X
X

ortiattivi@googlegroups.com
Ortiurbani.garbatella
LUIGI DI PAOLA
http://legambientegarbatella.blogs
pot.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
Environmental education
X
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
In the Japanese culture gardens are considered three-dimensional textbooks of Daoism and Zen Buddhism
and the Japanese rock gardens were intended to be intellectual puzzles for the monks who lived next to them
to study and solve. The Japanese garden is a miniature and idealized view of nature. Smaller gardens are
often designed to incorporate the view of features outside the garden, such as hills, trees or temples, as part
of the view. At the heart of the Japanese garden is the principle that a garden is a work of art. The idea to
create a Japanese garden in a regained area, as Garbatella one, came from the need to have the opportunity,
also in the city, to have a relaxed place and to do a relaxing activity.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The involvement in the embellishment of a public area can represent a good example to make citizens aware
of the importance of taking care and maintaining common spaces. The aims of this practice are:
- To restore/save a degraded area and make it accessible to citizens
- To present and to spread the ancient Japanese culture of gardening
- To educate children and adults the love for nature and for “beauty”
- To inform about the practice and the historical evolution of the Japanese gardens with a practical
approach, to create Japanese gardens on a reduced-scale.
- To create a relaxing place for citizens in an urban context
OUTCOMES
The Japanese garden took the attention of the neighborhood and the regained area is now a place where
people have a break, stop and relax themselves.
During the elementary school course, the teacher and the children participated with a lot of interest and they
also involved the parents. This dynamic experience freed their fantasy.
STEP BY STEP
1. To identify an make accessible and visible a degraded area with water access.
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2. To delimitate the land and to design the garden following a Japanese model. Take into account the
orography of the soil, the climate (for the choice of vegetables), the supply of the materials (rocks
and pebbles) and try to minimize the maintenance interventions.
3. To realize the garden and the fence with a light net. Arrange around the garden 2 or 3 observation
points with benches and chairs.
4. To be in contact with local schools and organize activities with the children: to present the concept of
a Japanese garden (with photography or other tools), typology and historical evolution; to visit the
garden; to run practical exercitations with small-scaled Japanese garden in shoe boxes.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Citizens were very interested
To find the needed materials
during the realisation phase and
(rocks and pebbles) and to bring
also after, they used to go to the
them on site. The costs of these
garden and have a rest.
materials.
The attention level of the
The garden needs a lot of upkeep
children and teacher during the
Acts of vandalism are possible
theoretical presentation and the
practical exercitation.
The citizens take care of the
garden during the activities
There were no acts of vandalism
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Knowledge about the history and the evolution of Japanese gardens, the best way is to attend a course in
Japan and to visit Japanese gardens
Knowledge on botanic, cultivation and pruning of trees and shrubs.
These competences can be gathered by more than one person.
The study of Japanese gardens is included in architecture or botanic faculty programs, called “Landscape
Design” course.
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Name of the community garden

ORTI URBANI
GARBATELLA
41/PERMACOLTURA
COURSE
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters X Social service
Adults
Women

X Job service

Contact person
Name and surname

Telephon
e
E-mail
Facebook
Web

ortiattivi@googlegroups.com
Ortiurbani.garbatella
LUIGI DI PAOLA
http://legambientegarbatella.blogs
pot.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
X
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
X
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X

X Migrants
service
Elderly
X Health service
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
Permaculture is a theory of ecological design which attempts to develop sustainable human settlements
and agricultural systems modeled from natural ecosystems.
A course of Permacoltura is a practice of cultural diffusion and contamination of principles and techniques
that enable people to face the changes towards a more sustainable lifestyle.
The practice of Permacoltura is wide recognised as one of the operational tools in order to establish more
sustainable models from a social and environmental point of view. The participation of urban gardeners to a
Permacoltura course can enrich them, culturally and technically.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The theoretical knowledge of Permacoltura principles within the practical experience of creation of social
urban gardens gives reading tools in the actual society historical moment and increases the social cohesion
between the participants.
OUTCOMES
It is possible to transfer it and it can continue the spread and the contamination, making the culture of
Permacoltura more effective.
STEP BY STEP
The course is divided in two moduls:
A theoretical part indoor with multimedia tools (power point, video, photos)
A practical part of experimentation with ‘permacoltural’ techniques in the garden (Synergic Garden, vertical
garden..etc)
If the participants are very involved this can create a group that after can spread the principles and culture of
Permacoltura.
The group can keep in contact and it can touch other people, increasing the power of social urban gardens
practice.
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EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Participation levels, very high, Involvement of politicians
To take the attention both to
enthusiasm, involvement.
theoretical and practical aspects.
Spontaneous initiative by the
False expectations that at the end
participants linked with the
of the course the participants will
course.
become experts farmers.
Keeping contacts within the
group
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
To attend a standard Permacoltura course of 72 hours
To have already run project related to the Permacoltura.
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

ORTI URBANI
GARBATELLA

Name and surname

E-mail
Facebook
Web

42/CONNECTING
PEOPLE
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Telephon
e

X
X

ortiattivi@googlegroups.com
Ortiurbani.garbatella
LUIGI DI PAOLA
http://legambientegarbatella.blogs
pot.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
X
Sustainable
X Environmental education
X
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
X
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion
X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
x
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
15 years ago the Municipality of Rome designated the area of Via Rosa Raimondi for the construction of a
public park. Citizens waited for its realisation but nothing was done in this sense. Environmental associations
and citizens carried on demonstration events without any concrete results. Finally, in 2009, 5 associations
and citizens started to build an urban garden, also continuing with the environmental battles.
The ORTI URBANI GARBATELLA were born for:
- Preserving green areas designated to building speculation
- Fighting against economical crisis with supported income initiative
- Developing of auto production, auto consumption and auto organization models
- Preserving agricultural practices and culture
- Developing social cohesion
- Involving the neighborhood and the schools
- Supporting green areas needs
- Fighting against isolation of elderly people in order to support intergenerational dialogue
At the beginning the 5 associations plus citizens created a promoter committee that drew up the internal
regulations that described also the steps to be followed, the procedures for the assignation of the plots and
the criteria for having a plot.
The Province of Rome financed the project with an amount of 16000 € in order to start the project.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
x Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The department of Garbatella is a suburban area of Rome, with an unemployment rate of 12% and a
percentage of 29% of people over 60 years old. The area of the urban garden is still in danger and under
attack of property speculation, being in an expanding area of the city; for all these reasons the creation of a
urban gardens is something that has brought greener environment and more social cohesion among the
inhabitants. To create a urban garden with a group of associations and individual citizens is a practice of
inclusion, participation and sharing. To regain suburban green public areas and transform them in social
spaces brings people closer, towards a real active citizenship pathway starting from the creation of a
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balanced and sustainable relationship with the land and the environment.
OUTCOMES
It is possible to reply this experience in other parts following some key elements: to identify the areas, to
build relationship with the public institutions, to create the necessary infrastructures, to elaborate new forms
of associations of people. Moreover the experience of ORTI URBANI GARBATELLA has created a network of
associations and citizens and the area is open to individual initiatives as well as associations initiatives.
STEP BY STEP
1. To create a new form of association based on environmental aims or to use an already existing
association
2. To identify an area intended as public green area
3. To elaborate a wide and inclusive project, characterized by clear and shared aims and objectives
4. To create the internal regulations with the description of the aims, principles, operational criteria,
administrative aspects, etc.. (e.g. at the beginning create a temporary promoter committee that
writes the internal regulation with clear instructions on the steps to follow like to establish a
management committee responsible for the investments, the organization and the respect of the
rules; to give some criteria for the assignation of the plots responding to the social characteristics
of the neighborhood – in our experience, residents in the department, unemployed and retired
people)
5. To identify the right institutional people to communicate to
6. To start a negotiation with the owners of the land (public or private) in order to have the
temporary assignation of the area
7. To plan a form of fundraising (institutional sponsor or auto financing), taking into account that
generally the realization of a urban garden, founded on recycling, reusing and voluntary work,
doesn’t need a big investment in terms of money.
8. To realize the necessary infrastructures: water system, fences, boxes for the instruments, etc..)
9. To develop clear and effective communication tools in order to share with the territory and the
organizations the experience
10. To develop actions, activities and ways of working linked with the respect towards the
environment and with a social involvement.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Participation levels, very high, Involvement of politicians
Some misunderstanding with the
enthusiasm, involvement.
inhabitants of the neighborhood,
extreme
involvement
and
interest from the politicians
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
No need for some defined competence, but only the sensibility to the social and environmental issues and
the willingness to do.
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Name of the community garden

ORTO SOLIDALE S.
CATERINA
43/GARDENING FOR
SOLIDARITY
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Contact person
Name and surname

Telephon
e

+39 3285624227

E-mail
corrado.truffi@gmail.com
Web/blog http://ortosolidale.wordpress.com
CORRADO TRUFFI
Skype
corrado.truffi
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
X
Sustainable
Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion
X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The urban garden “S.Caterina” was born as an excuse for gathering people and make them aware of the work
of La Cometa ONLUS. The organisation work with distance adoptions and fights against poverty in Africa, Asia
and South America, the garden was thought as a means of funding the activities of the organisation.
Each gardener become a member of La Cometa and he pays a fee of 200€ per year, the 90% of this amount is
given to the activities of La Cometa.
Thanks to the existence of the garden, the contribution has a concrete return for each person involved in the
experience. Moreover it promotes socialization among the gardeners, indeed the fee paid is not only a
charity action but it’s part of something bigger, like a community if person.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai
Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The practice of funding cooperation activities in other countries can be considered as a joint production of
useful things: for the gardeners because they can have a garden and at the same time they help people far
from them and in difficulties, for the organization because the fee gives resources and concrete help to its
work and for the nuns because, probably, it helps them to have a less isolated life and they can promote the
La Cometa’s activities
OUTCOMES
The economical results of S. Caterina Garden and La Cometa is not so transferable because it implies that the
owner of the land is not interested in a direct valorization or personal profit. Even so, maybe in some context
the model can be replied: for example a public administration that decides to rent plots for gardening to
citizens and in exchange of a fee, it can give economical support to families in difficulties.
STEP BY STEP
- To find a land or to find a owner of a land not interested in profit making from the land.
- To create a group of people that want to cultivate a urban garden but also aware of fighting against
poverty and cooperation with other country
- To follow all the steps to create a urban garden: internal regulation, water system, tools for working…
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EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



To have a urban garden and at
The fact that the gardeners are
the same time helping someone
not active members of the La
poorer than you.
Cometa, it means that most of us
The clime of sociability among
stands outside of the work of the
the gardeners.
organization and they are not
The economical support to the La
deeply involved. Sometimes
Cometa activities.
feelings of only economical
The growing interest for the
support, pure charity.
situation of people far from us
and poorer.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Not something special relating the urban garden. For the Organisation managing the land and the fees it
needs very good competences in voluntary field, international organisations, transparency in managing the
funds received, etc...
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

ORTO DIDATTICO
SCUOLA MEDIA SAN
BENEDETTO

Name and surname

E-mail

44/THE GARDEN
CULTURE WITHIN
THE THEATRE
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters X Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Telephon
e

PAOLA TURRONI

x

+39 328 0580024
paolaturroni@tiscali.it

Facebook
Skype

It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
X Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X

X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
Nowadays we have more sources of information and more opportunities to learn than before but the risk for a
lack of understanding or misunderstanding is greater. Fortunately there are also new ways of education
developed to complete or to replace the formal and informal education and so to support a wide and critical
reflection of the themes studied thus favouring a better understanding. We know from experience that people
(and especially youngsters) learn more and better if they experience what they study. ‘To do’ accompanies our
pathway and supports our reflection, understanding and growth.
Nowadays, also, we have become more aware of the important role that nature plays in our lives. The earth
provides the most of the energy we need for living.
Our initiative to connect the experience of the garden and the theatre finds its place under this light. At the
base of the workshop developed by us stays the idea that the earth is at a metaphorical level a basket
containing culture, traditions, history, family that can be put into value in an interesting way through theatre.
Moreover, what we had in mind from the beginning was to offer youngsters a new way of learning about the
earth, the plants and the healthy food, a way that would have truly involved them, body and mind, given them
the chance to experiment the garden and to reflect about it in a creative way.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Involv x Trai x Increase x Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
e
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
To use theatre and gardening as educational methods
To teach about gardening and healthy food
To raise awareness regarding the importance of having a positive connection with the earth
To develop an attitude and a behavior respectful to the environment
To perceive and to understand that the land is our first subsistence root
To become confident with the land and to work it with more and more naturalness
To think and learn using the body, with all the 5 senses
To develop the participants’ personalities through the experience of the entire body, feelings, emotions,
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and the experience of the earth
OUTCOMES
Peer to peer exchanges
Theatre and gardening skills developed
Teamwork, communication and social skills developed
A stronger self-confidence and self-consciousness developed by the participants
Gender understanding and respect
Environmental understanding and respect
Responsibility and promotion of the value of manual work linked with the reasoning
Better understanding and contact with the products we eat and their origin
STEP BY STEP
The workshop runs for the time of the school year gathering young people from different grades chosen on
the basis of their interest and need. It was designed as a 2 hours laboratory that takes places every week.
One year of work-shop follows the next modules:
1. Body preparation: body movement exercises; voice exercises
2. Activation of issues on a problematic level: group reflections and discussions on the principal themes
3. Dramatization in itinere and/or kitchen and gardening laboratory: experiencing the art of gardening in
connection with theatre – building the story of the theatre play in connection with the botanical knowledge
and gardening experience; rehearsals and taking care of the plants
4. Final performance
Materials needed: gardening toolkit, paper and pens.
A part from the garden this workshops needs a room with a vast space for the theatre work and rehearsals.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?


 Good collaboration between the two workshop responsibles
 Little preparation time: only 2
 Increased active involvement of the participants with effects also
hours every week
during school time
 A not enough suitable space for
 Increased interest, self-consciousness and understanding of the
the theatre exercises: the
context
entrance hall of the school
 The participants take care of the garden developing a responsible
attitude and behaviour towards the environment
 Theatre and social skills developed
 Knowledge about gardening gained
 Socialisation between youngsters from different classes and schools
 Involvement of the school director, the other teachers, the school
partners
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Communication and Social skills
Theatre and body expression knowledge and skills
Gardening knowledge and skills
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

Telephon
+39 06 7188450,
e
+39 3333718592
E-mail
terradortoonlus@libero.it
45/HORTICULTURAL CLAUDIO PELLEGRINI Facebook
Web
http://www.terradortoonlus.org/
THERAPY
It can be addressed to...
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
All
School
X Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Children
X Institution
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Youngsters X Social service
Sustainable
Environmental education
X
Consumption
Adults
X Job service
X Sustainable
Socio-professional training
X
Urbanisation
Women
X Migrants
Health promotion
X Social cohesion
service
Elderly
Health service
X Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
Terra d’orto has in hand a green area where many activities are carried on:
- Horticultural therapy activities (greenhouse and soil) for disabled people, coordinated by a group of
educators, that work the land and sell the vegetables for funding their activities.
- A shared community garden for families living in the neighborhood
- Harvesting days: a day where the harvesting of olives is organized to which inhabitants of the
neighborhood and disabled people participate. The oil produced from the harvested olives was
distributed to the participants
- Educational activities with donkeys for disabled people
- Summer centre for children (also for disabled children) with environmental education activities, in
contact with the nature

TERRA D’ORTO

Name and surname

MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
- Through gardening disabled people and normally gifted people can interweave social relationships
that favour integration
- To educate to the respect of the environment and to the sustainable use of the land through the
cultivation of niche products (ancient fruit trees) that don’t require chemical treatments or the
realization of thematic gardens (gardens of odours or butterfly gardens)
OUTCOMES
The high therapeutic impact of the Horticultural therapy for people with mental and physical disabilities.
Today the garden and the area of the Terra d’orto is not open to the public. With the transformation in a
Social Farm we will be able to open the green area to the public and give them the possibility to visit the
activities and to buy the products we make.
STEP BY STEP
1. THE WORK IN THE GREENHOUSE
The activities in a greenhouse have the advantage of a work in a safety and controlled environment, not very
wearisome (possibility to work at a stand and not bend) and accessible also in case of bad weather.
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The main activities are:
- Lemon-growing (or other citrus fruits) in a pot in order to produce limoncello or essential oils
- Flower-growing or vegetables growing with these characteristics:
Cheap budget for the start-up of the production
Fast cycle in order to retrieve any harvest loss
Wide range of species and varieties
Internal consumption of the products or the establishment of a ethical purchasing group or for
feeding the animals of the farm
2. THE WORK IN THE GARDEN (following the productive phase in the greenhouse)
The activities in the garden consist in bedding out the plants grew in the greenhouse, their care and harvest
when time comes. Some vegetables are sold to a ethical purchasing group or consumed internally. Some
vegetables are used to produce marmalade or cream.
3. THEMATIC GARDENS
It is possible to produce in the greenhouse or to buy aromatic and officinal plants in order to realize thematic
paths or thematic gardens.
For example: “gardens of odours” with aromatic plants; “the simple garden” with officinal plants; “the natural
garden” with spontaneous plants, “the perceptual garden” with plants that have different effects and
stimulate the eyesight, the tact, the olfaction and the taste.
This kind of garden was born as a support for blind people, but it has shown its utility also for the educational
activities on perceptiveness with disabled people.
4. HEDGEROWS OF LITTLE FRUITS
Realization of some hedgerows of soft fruits (blackberry without thorns, blueberry, raspberry, etc…) that can
be sold to the public or transformed in jam that can also be sold.
All these activities are carried on with educators and their aim is to integrate and train people with physical
and mental disabilities.
The organization is planning to become a Social farm and a point of sale of the products in order to open the
area and the activities to a wide range of public.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



To satisfy the needs of disabled Improved access to the green areas
Little public funds
people and generally the needs but also to organisation.
No legislative framework that
of the external public.
Little interest from the public
support social agriculture
The position of the garden (the administration
No recognition from the national
countryside in the city)
health system of the therapeutic
The initiatives already done have
value of gardening activities.
generated an increase of
requests or new projects

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Basic knowledge about the agricultural cycle that can be easily acquired by doing a short stage or training
with experts of social agriculture.
Educational competencies in order to work with people affected by disabilities or psychic malaises
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Name of the community garden

Contact person
Telephon
e

IL MIO ORTO
NATURALE
(MY NATURAL
GARDEN)
46/ZOLLE URBANE

It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
X Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults
Women

X Job service
Migrants
service
Health service

+39 3895162698

Name and surname

ANGELITA PAPA

X

E-mail
Blog
Facebook

angelita.papa@gmail.com
http://zolleurbane.blogspot.it/
http://www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100002036114738

Skype
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X

X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The recreational and educational work-shops inside the synergistic garden were born from the desire of
sharing our love for nature, art and teaching. Our intention was to promote the respect for nature and to
support the knowledge of traditional natural practices through creative activities that facilitate a true and
complex discovery of nature. This is why we use an experiential methodology, combining traditional
knowledge and practices with modern digital technologies and art.
The work-shops are designed as laboratories where different themes are treated:
‘Germogli’ (‘Sprouts’) - teaches about the natural processes and the lifecycle of the plants. The
participants can discover the old pleasure of planting, adopt a plant and follow the growth of its sprout.
They have also the chance to learn and try traditional rural practices in taking care of their plants.
‘In what ‘sense’?’ – discovery of plants through games that encourage the use of all the 5 senses: touch
(exploring the various surfaces of the garden and plants); sight (noticing the many shapes of the garden);
smell (using absorbing paper the participants play catch of the various scents of the garden) and hearing
(using rolled paper the children explore the sounds of the garden).
‘Lillac Flowers’ – teaches about the principle characteristics of the synergistic garden and promotes the
respect for the nature. Discussion about the bees and their ecological role in agriculture.
‘Artistic creations using natural colours and recycle materials’ – the nature is explored as an artistic tool.
The work-shop develops participants’ creativity in using natural elements (branches, leafs, little stones,
etc.) for different purposes. The participants are taught to create different objects for decoration using
the natural elements and to prepare natural colours for painting them.
‘Herbarium’ – it aims to reestablish the natural connection between earth, gardens and food. The workshop includes laboratories of vegetal colours; natural cosmetics; herbal tea; medicinal herbs.
‘Recycling’ - generate awareness regarding the recycling process and its impact on the environment. The
work-shop implies the construction of a compost using recycled materials.
‘Resources’ – introduction on the use and importance of the natural resources using games and
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experiments. Uses the creation of tools for meteorological reading: thermometer, rain gauge, hygrometer.
‘Growing with the rhythm of the earth’ – paths designed for each season to teach basic agricultural
techniques, experiment the use of the agricultural tools, learn about the seasonal and daily rhythms of
plants
‘Theatre Forum’ – gives children the possibility to represent their expectations and desires about the
sustainable use of urban green spaces
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase x Increase
x Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
- defines an original and effective educational context to promote the respect for nature
- uses an experiential methodology in teaching: it focuses on the direct experience (contact) of plants
through the discovery of different scents, flavours, colours and forms (one can follow a plant from
the state of seed till being a mature plant with flowers or fruits)
- uses non-formal education (games, wise sayings, stories, art, theatre, traditional practices) to teach
about the characteristics, natural processes and the lifecycle of plants; about recycle, natural
resources and healthy food
- facilitates the experience of traditional rural agricultural practices combining it with the knowledge
supported by the digital technologies
OUTCOMES
- Echological literacy
- Qualitative learning about the life cycle and the characteristics of plants (scents, flavours, colours,
forms, use); about the use and protection of natural resources; about traditional rural practices or
the qualities of the synergistic garden
- Building different skills: plant growing; building and taking care of a garden; preparing natural colours
and cosmetics from plants; creative use of recycle materials; use of medicinal plants; herbal tea
preparation; theatre skills
- Development of participants’ creativity and teamwork skills
- Development of a systemic and complex perspective regarding the importance of nature and the
processes that influence it
STEP BY STEP
The general steps we followed in building our project ‘Il mio orto naturale’ are:
1) Specific training on synergistic agriculture
2) Creation of a garden using the synergistic technique
3) Educational content planning
4) Communication and promotion of the work-shops near the schools
5) Documentation
6) Join the network of the local urban gardens
Putting in practice the work-shops:
The work-shops use Ortolino – as a special character-guide that accompanies them in their learning
experiences. Another special character that encourages the learning adventure is the Genie of the Garden
who can ask the participants to perform different tasks.
The work-shops follow a general plan:
- Presentation: when the purpose of the work-shop is introduced in the form of a game or a story
- Discovery: learning about the theme and exploring the garden
- Laboratory work: realization of the various tasks
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-

Exhibit: sharing of the creations, discoveries or reflections made

Resources and materials needed: a map of the garden, paper, absorbing paper, the gardening toolkit,
materials to build natural colours (eggs, oil, vinegar, soap, natural soils and oxides).
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



The evaluation of the workshops
Organisational
lacks
and
as useful and challenging
difficulties
experiences, as recreational
Difficulties in getting the schools
qualitative time spent inside the
to participate in the project.
gardens.
Knowledge and skills developed
by the participants
Concrete
and
measurable
changes
Positive changes in participants’
attitude and behaviour towards
the environment

COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- Knowledge of synergistic agriculture
- Knowledge of environmental education
- Knowledge of botany
- Gardening skills
- Artistic skills: painting; creation of objects made of recycled materials
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

ORTI URBANI
GARBATELLALEGAMBIENTE

Name and surname

50/TERRA NUDA
(‘BARE LAND’)
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

x Job service
Migrants
service
Health service

x

Telephon
e

0039 3285815692

E-mail
mammarellak11@hotmail.com
Blog
CHIARA
Facebook
asinitas
MAMMARELLA
Skype
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
x
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
Socio-professional training
x
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion
x

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
x Leisure activity
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
In the Italian school for asylum seekers, refugees and immigrants most of the students come from countries
from the Occidental and North Africa and they live in care centers and in the so called Emergency North
Africa, for periods between 3 months and 1 year. Many of them wait for the summoning from the police
headquarters for months and this condition of suspension and waiting has been a constant theme discussed
at school that often immersed also in the school evaluation reports.
With this background was born the project to cultivate an urban garden, immediately supported by the
Circolo Garbatella of Legambiente that assigned an urban garden to the Asinitas school of Italian in
March, 2012, in the Garbatella neighborhood, near the school. Taking care of the garden, knowing to
wait for the rhythms of nature, being conditioned by the atmospheric factors and the man’s hand
seemed a suitable metaphor for the life of many of them. The growth of a fragile and delicate plant,
the passage from seed to fruit gives the waiting a positive and fertile image. Taking care of ourselves
and of what is part of our life is a motivating force to not give up and to not get lost in the labyrinth
and on the blind streets of bureaucracy.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol x Trai x Increase
Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
x
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The project’s aims are:
- to construct paths of social inclusion between migrants, refugees, asylum seekers residents in the urban
territory and the citizens of the XIth district of Rome;
- to deliver a basic training education through the shared biological cultivation practice of the Urban Gardens
Garbatella, of its orchard and of the tree growing in the “Garbatella Park”
- to promote the sharing of knowledge about land cultivation between different generations: old people,
keepers of peasant knowledge, and foreigners, keepers of peasant knowledge from other cultures;
to save the abandoned areas through the identification of a first sensible area, guarded, cultivated and
maintained that could expand the green territory of the urban gardens Garbatella, generating responsibility
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for the public space.
OUTCOMES
participative construction workshops
publication of a booklet designed inside the garden
the restoration of an abandoned urban green
educational paths and internships for a group of foreign youngsters that will be involved in a specific
training on practices of cultivation and biological agriculture techniques
Intergenerational and intercultural education with the refugees, asylum seekers and migrants, the
inhabitants and public schools students of the XIth District of Rome.
STEP BY STEP
The project ‘Terra Nuda’ (‘Bare Land’) aims to be a pilot experimental action of intergenerational and
intercultural education with the refugees, asylum seekers and migrants, the inhabitants and public schools
students.
The project promotes the craft knowledge through workshops of urban furniture construction with
natural and recycled materials.
The project thus completes the work done by neighborhood associations and citizens, that maintain a part
of the Via Rosa Raimondi Garibaldi green area, with the aim to value these spaces as a place of meeting and
reciprocal knowledge, to improve the shared urban spaces and enrich the social experience.
Moreover, an insertion in professional training courses is foreseen for some of the involved foreigners,
encouraging a real integration process also in the working environment.
Preparing the land, planting, maintaining, waiting and harvesting the plants sown together, Italians and
foreigners, youngsters and old people, can have many meanings: reconnect with the past; take care of
something to arrive to take care of yourself; have the possibility to teach something known and reassuring,
but at the same time learn to do the same things differently; reactivate owns physical forces, often
suffocated; learn to deal with another kind of tiredness, other gestures, another knowledge, a different craft;
discover another city and actively and collectively contribute to its governance, its development so that it
could become a place of affiliation.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
None
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Name of the community garden

ASSOCIAZIONE
LAVANGAQUADRA
ORTO DIDATTICO
CASALE GARIBALDI
51/HERBAL
PURIFICATION WITH
WHITE MUSTARD
It can be addressed to...
All
X School
Children
Institution
Youngsters
Social service
Adults

Job service

Women

Migrants
service
Health service

Contact person
Telephon
e
Name and surname

ANTONIETTA
FASANO

E-mail
Blog
Facebook

chirone404.af@gmail.com

http://www.facebook.com/groups/
354796904568079/?fref=ts
Web
www.lavangaquadra.com
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
Environmental education
X
Consumption
Sustainable
X Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
A group of people eager to create their own urban garden in Rome joined together in 2012. The space
chosen for the urban garden was the open air of CASALE GARIBALDI, an old house that had survived from
building speculation in the highest density populated area of Rome, the Casilino 23 neighborhood.
Unfortunately the analysis of the soil revealed that it was contaminated. Despite that, they didn’t give up
on their project, but found a practice to rehabilitate the land.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
x Invol
Trai
Increase X Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
Raise awareness among the municipal representatives about the need to create social urban gardens
guaranteeing the citizens’ health.
Encourage and open a debate about the pollution in the city and the ways we have to fight it.
OUTCOMES
Awareness about the need to analyze the land where vegetables are cultivated
Research for alternatives to reclaim the polluted land
STEP BY STEP
The land was analyzed.
Given the elevated level of lead and zinc found in the earth, a research of methods to reclaim the land
followed.
Information about herbal purification (how to purify the land using specific plants) was found.
The choice taken was to use white mustard, a plant that has the property to absorb both the lead and the
zinc.
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This operation must be repeated for a year or so after which the analysis of the land will be repeated to
verify the its effectiveness.
EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



The use of a natural method to
The reclaim practice takes a lot of
reclaim the land.
times (2/3 years minimum)
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
Basic garden cultivation competences.
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Name of the community garden

Contact person

ORTI URBANI
GARBATELLA
HAGAPE 2000

FRANCESCA DE MASI
(GARDEN)
ANALISA MIANI
(PRACTICE)

52/ORTOTHERAPY: LIFELONG
LEARNING THROUGH GARDENING
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
Institution
Youngsters X Social service
Adults
Women

X Job service
Migrants
service
Health service

X

Telephon
e

E-mail

demasifrancesca@libero.it
annalisa.miani@gmail.com

Blog
Facebook
Web
www.hagape2000.it
It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
X Fight against poverty
Sustainable
X Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
X Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
X Social cohesion

X
X

X

Elderly
Horticultural therapy
X Leisure activity
X
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND
The possibility to work a little garden, following a clear and functional activity planning model, can offer a
rich emotional experience to our disabled youngsters, especially if inserted in a sharing group, reducing
frustration and helping them to grow personally.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor
Raise
X Invol X Trai X Increase X Increase
X Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
We intend to provide our youngsters with the possibility to practice the 2 pillars on which the human society
is based: the relationship between people and nature and the relationship between people and society.
OUTCOMES
Offer a model of social integration and personal and relational growth promotion following an
unstandardized way, included in the project, broader than a sustainable report with nature.
STEP BY STEP
- adhesion to an existing association;
- receiving the charge of a garden and elaboration of a project based on the needs of the target group;
- settlement of the assigned space, having it ready to use;
- awareness raising among the association members (parents and friends) for volunteer participation;
- organization of the work in the garden project addressed to disabled youngsters and getting them involved
in the land preparation fase;
- definition of the activities calendar: planting, garden care and harvesting;
- creation of reflection spaces on the current experience with the purpose of finding alternatives to the
traditional learning therapy: through realization of an album with thoughts and images of the cultivated
plants (to countervail the relapse into illiteracy, common for people with mental disabilities, with an
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intervention included in an experiential context, and thus motivating); story telling and reflection on the
temporal fases (to reinforce the temporal and causal concept of succession, that is generally acquired and
maintained with difficulty);
- organising events: lunches for self-financing, etc.;
- work-shop activities: construction of a scarecrow, dehydration of aromatic herbs, etc.;
- participation to comunitary events and standard works;
- awareness raising in the community: twinning with schools.
EVALUATION



Participation and enthusiasm
social services involvement
accessibility and infrastructure
(toilets)
objective sharing
socialization
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
No specific competences needed.
You should be willing to do and to take on new challenges.
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Name of the community garden

ORTOFFICINA
53/LASAGNA
GARDENING
It can be addressed to...
All
School
Children
x Institution
Youngsters x Social service
Adults
Women

x Job service

Contact person
Name and surname

SEZGI UYGUR

Telephon
e
E-mail
Facebook
Skype

+39 3890990556
ortoinsnia@autistici.org
http://ortofficina.noblogs.org

It deals with the following themes... Please, put one or more X
Intercultural dialogue
x Intergenerational dialogue
Gender Equality
Fight against poverty
Sustainable
x Environmental education
Consumption
Sustainable
x Socio-professional training
Urbanisation
Health promotion
Social cohesion

x

x Migrants
x
service
Elderly
x Health service
Horticultural therapy
Leisure activity
x
Other (specify) :
Other (specify) :
BACKGROUND.
Lasagna Gardening isolates the edible garden from contaminated soil or concrete and adopts the do-nothing
philosophy of Masanobu Fukuoka.
MISSION Which is the main mission of the practice you have developed? Please, put one or more X
Infor x Raise
x Invol x Trai
Increase x Increase
Enlarge/differentiate
m
awareness
ve
n
quality
impact
target group
AIM
The occupied space where we garden was a factory with contaminated soil. Lasagna gardening helps to
improve soil quality and raise awareness about the contamination of an entire neighborhood.
OUTCOMES
Decomposing layers improve soil quality and shrink down to half. Geometry of the gardens should be
considered for the irrigation systems.
STEP BY STEP
1st step: If you want to isolate your garden from the contaminated soil, find a cheap material (like sand). Build
a big box from local or thrifted material (like wood) about 2m x 4m and fill the first layer.
2nd step: Put either brown corrugated cardboard or three layers of newspaper directly on top of the grass or
weeds If your soil is not contaminated, otherwise put them on the isolation material on the area you've
selected for your garden.
3rd step: Put whatever you can find from these materials on top as layers: Grass Clippings, Leaves, Fruit and
Vegetable, Scraps, Coffee Grounds, Tea leaves and tea bags, Weeds (if they haven't gone to seed), Manure,
Compost, Seaweed, Shredded newspaper or junk mail, Pine needles, Spent blooms, trimmings from the
garden, Peat moss. Alternate layers of “browns” such as fall leaves, shredded newspaper, peat, and pine
needles with layers of “greens” such as vegetable scraps, garden trimmings, and grass clippings. In general,
you want your "brown” layers to be about twice as deep as your “green” layers.
4th step: Do it twice as big as you’ll want to, it will shrink down a lot. Cover with a layer of soil or wait for the
lasagna garden to decompose for a season (e.g. in winter).
5th step: To maintain the garden, simply add mulch to the top of the bed in the form of straw, grass clippings,
bark mulch, or chopped leaves.
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EVALUATION Which are the elements that you normally use to evaluate the outcomes of this tool?



Minimum need of work to It shrinks down a lot, the level of the Need to know how to use tools.
maintain the quality of the soil.
soil goes down.
COMPETENCES Which are the previous knowledge and skills required to put in practice this tool?
- How to use basic wood cutting and assembling tools.
- What are compostable materials.
- What is the difference between brown and green materials.
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If you are interested in contacting a garden, you can contact
directly the garden (see document GARDEN INFO SHEET) or
the organisation responsible of the project in each country:
FRANCE: PISTES SOLIDAIRES
Legal office : 10 avenue Jean Jaures - 83460 Les arcs sur Argens
www.pistes-solidaires.fr
Contact person: Mathieu Decq mathieu@pistes-solidaires.fr eugo@pistes-solidaires.fr

FRANCE: RÉSEAU DES JARDINS SOLIDAIRES MEDITERRÁNEENS
4, cours de la République 13350 CHARLEVAL T: (0033) (0) 9 63 24 55 57
mail : contact@reseaujsm.org web : www.reseaujsm.org
Contact person: Vivianne Cronier eugo@reseaujsm.org contact@reseaujsm.org
UNITED KINDOM: KC ENGLISH
The Manse Garrett Street, Cawsand, Cornwall PL10 1PD West Country UK
Tel: +44 1752 822444
Contact person: Kim von Kanel kim.von.kanel@kcenglish.co.uk
SPAIN: NEXES INTERCULTURALS DE JOVES PER EUROPA
C/ Sant climent 14 baixos 08001 Barcelona SPAIN
T: (0034)934427167 www.nexescat.org
Contact person: Julie Paucot juliepaucot@nexescat.org
ITALY : CEMEA DEL MEZZOGIORNO onlus
Via Fortebraccio, 1a - 00176 Roma (RM) ITALY
Phone: +39 06 45492629 Fax: 39 06 45493375
Email: info@cemea.eu Website : www.cemea.eu
Contact Person: Ilenia Zuccaro eugo@cemea.eu
GERMANY: VEREIN ZUR FOERDERUNG INNOVATIVER WOHN- UND LEBENSFORMEN
E.V.
Rudolf Breitscheid Str. 164, 14482 Potsdam DEUTSCHLAND
Phone +49 (0)331 70 47 66 80, Fax +49 (0)331 70 47 66 81
www.projekthaus-potsdam.de
Contact person: Christin Zschoge-Meile. christin@foerderverein-inwole.de

CONTACT for this tool: juliepaucot@nexescat.org
This project has been funded with support from the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the
author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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